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1. Introduction 

This essay is about what has happened to the small groups of native people1 that 

inhabit the enormous area of the Russian North in Siberia. These different groups of 

people have since the Russian colonisation of "their" land been exposed to different 

policies that in many ways have put them in to difficult situations and jeopardised their 

physical and cultural survival. Historically they have been seen as aliens in their own 

territories and have been forced to pay tribute in furs to their superior masters, the 

Russian rulers. The merchants that penetrated the land introduced strong alcohol to the 

natives as barter. The Russian immigrants also claimed the native land, and meant that it 

was virgin land for them to take - land that different indigenous groups had lived on for 

generations, and considered their homelands. The Russian colonisers forced many 

Siberian natives to leave hunting, fishing and pasture territories. Russian missionaries 

and others tried to Christianise and "cultivate" the savage natives and damned their 

traditions and way of life. The Russian authorities have as long as one can remember 

tried to settle the nomadic groups of people to make it easier to administrate collections 

of furs and other taxes.  

But it was not until the Russian revolution 1917 and later in the Stalin era that 

these small groups of people in the Russian North were exposed to conscious 

assimilation and “russification”. It was not until then, in the 1930s that the authorities 

finally managed to force almost all of these small groups of people to a settled way of 

life in settlements built for that purpose. They were then forced to create collective 

farms and later to give in their livestock of reindeers and other animals to state-owned 

labour farms "Sovkhozy", where they were also forced to work as labour workers.  

This last period of the 1930s to 1980s, and especially from the 1950s till the end of the 

80s, meant for many of those small groups of people the final death sentence for their 

                                                 
1 I refer to the indigenous inhabitants of Siberia and not settlers that arrived during, for example, 
colonisation.   
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culture’s languages and traditions. The modernisation processes of the native people 

with special progress programs that the Soviet party, together with the Russian 

intelligentsia put together stated that the native groups should be able to progress from a 

stage of "pure communist" collectivism to socialism in one generation. These programs 

have in many ways totally destroyed the survival strategies of adaptation to the 

environment those people have developed for generations. The forced assimilation 

together with the fast and hard industrialisation of the Russian North leading to polluted 

land, air and waters have in many cases made it impossible for the native people (and 

others) to live on the land today even if they could. The Soviet policies of 

“russification” meant that the native youth has been forced into boarding schools away 

from their families and way of life. When the children later finished school and returned 

to their families they had in many cases no knowledge at all in their native languages, 

traditions or how to make a living the traditional way. They were in many cases like 

aliens for their parents that sometimes totally lost responsibility for their child as they 

were used to that the state always took that responsibility. This all has led to a total 

change in personal survival strategies, family structures and gender roles. 

After the "liberation" of Russia from socialist rule with Gorbatchev´s glasnost 1989 

many thought that everything would be different and better, maybe the native groups 

would even get their land back! 

But now a new threat to what is left of their culture and way of life has entered 

the scene: the Russian state’s financial situation. This has led to a massive sale of native 

land to private investors, greater exploration of nature resources to extract nature gas, 

minerals and oil for export to the west, in a desperate attempt to stop up the holes in the 

weak Russian economy. This means a continuous pollution of the land and forces the 

native people to seek other ways to stay alive. This occurs in a time when none of the 

Russian people can trust that their paycheque will arrive in time. The Russian workers 

that earlier in some ways guaranteed a continued influx of merchandise, schools and 

health care centres now abandon the Russian North to move back "home". This means 

that there are no more hospitals or shops close by for the minority people living in 

distant villages. Russian authorities and intellectuals talk about the "lumpenzation" of 

the people in the Russian North. This means that while the number of workers in 

traditional fields decline, the number of workers in unskilled physical labour in low-

paying jobs is growing. The gap in life quality between indigenous and non-indigenous 
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groups and individuals is growing and generates many other social problems like bad 

mental health and alcoholism. 

In this essay I will investigate the reasons to lost cultural identity and meaning among 

many native Siberian people but also changed survival strategies, family structures and 

gender roles. How do individual Koriak and Evenki men and women live their lives? 

How do men and women perceive at each other? Why did many native parents stop 

caring for their children? Why do young Evenki girls think that there is no one to marry 

and what does the Evenki man think of those girls? How do Koriak women live their 

lives between gender discourses and how do they try to catch attractive good men? 

  To be able to understand the current situation of many of the small native groups 

in the Russian North one needs a historical perspective of what has happened to these 

groups since the colonisation of “their” land. Land that they have lived on for 

generations. One also needs to figure out what the loss of land has meant for the 

indigenous cultures. To do this one must look at the different policies the rulers of 

Russia and later the Soviet Union have had "against" those people and one needs to try 

to figure out how these policies have affected the different groups of native people 

through time.  

Historically the natives of northern Russia have been treated as many other "indigenous" 

groups of people around the globe. They have been seen as aliens, exploited and forced 

to pay tax in form of furs.  

During Soviet rule the native groups became exposed to a state policy that forced them 

to settle in settlements, and exposed them to forced assimilation and “russification”.  

 

How to read this work 

Before I describe the content of the different parts of this paper, I would like to 

mention that some issues in this essay are more worked-through than others. This has 

mainly to do with the fact that I have had to less time to inquire all issues equivalent.  

 
In chapter two I will discuss the Soviet policies that strongly influenced the 

Russian social scientists, Russian ethnographers and anthropologists with regard to the 

"Native Question". The context many Russian scholars had to work in during the Soviet 

era is something that they have shared with social scientists in other socialist regimes as 

for instance in China or Vietnam. The reason I bring this up is because I need to have 
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some understanding of why scholars in communist states choose to describe or not to 

describe certain behaviour in certain ways. This is not so important when I read articles 

written by Russian scholars of today, but more when I read articles from the Soviet era. 

In the third chapter I will first describe the contemporary situation of many 

Siberian indigenous groups. Next I will describe the background that in many ways has 

led to the extremely vulnerable situations of many individual indigenous Siberians.  

I describe the policies that the colonial Russian rulers have had toward the small 

indigenous groups of people in Siberia, till the fall of the Soviet Union - policies that 

still today continue to affect all the small minority groups. I will also discuss 

Neotraditionalism as a survival strategy; how to change the bad and in some ways 

hopeless situation that many native Siberians are in today.  

In the Russian context many ethnic identities are not to be found on the official 

fixed list of known ethnic identities, and therefore officially do not exist. I will in 

chapter four discuss the importance of ethnic identity, and how many of the ethnic 

minorities identify themselves with their environmental surroundings and the land they 

have inhabited for generations. I will also discuss the complex task of creating ethnic 

identities and the possibility to manipulate such an identity.  

In chapter 5 I discuss the trajectories of being local in a global world. In the 

Russian context the interest in the people living in the Northern Russia got cold after the 

fall of the Soviet Union. This has to do with the fact that the state does not have any 

money to a continued process of modernisation of villages, and private investors do not 

want to, because they cannot make any money from only poor people. There are 

probably easier ways for investors to make their money grow. This means that people 

are left in distant villages far away from the centre, trying to manage as best as they can 

without social service, running water and electricity. It is important to understand how 

these global processes work. And how something like for example the free market 

economy can mean freedom and opportunity for some, and at the same time mean 

isolation and marginalization for others. It is important both to understand how people in 

the local regions create meaning and interpret global influences that penetrate their 

lives, and also to understand the degradation of the public welfare that many Russians of 

today feel. 
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 I will in part six discuss gender issues, and how discourses can change during 

time and that there often exist more than one gender discourse in a society that compete 

with one another for hegemony.  

I will for example describe and discuss both the official Soviet gender discourse and 

the more “western” hegemonic masculinity that have more features in common then that 

differentiates them. How individuals are effected by different gender discourses and 

how they create their gender identities in different contexts and situations is useful in the 

last part of the paper when I look at and analyse how some individual Koriak and 

Evenki men and women interpret their gender roles, what strategies they have in 

relationships and how they perceive the other sex. Individual Koriak women’s survival 

strategies and choices of partners will show how different people interpret their 

surroundings. I will also give different examples of traditional gender roles among two 

small indigenous groups, the Dolgan people and the Nenets. Even though Siberian native 

groups do not share the same traditions, these examples can give a feeling of how 

gender roles historically have been articulated among many small Siberian native 

groups before colonial contact.  

 I will discuss the contemporary situation in some Evenki villages and the attitude that 

there is no one to marry that exist among many young Evenki men and women of today. I 

will give examples of how young Evenki woman perceive men and how Evenki men 

perceive women. I will discuss these attitudes in the historical context of the Soviet 

boarding school system and the "russification" of the minorities that have destroyed the 

earlier traditional systems of gender and relations between men and women. As a last 

example of changed gender roles and survival strategies I will look at three different 

Koriak women and their different strategies of survival and choices in life. Those 

examples will show the importance of cultural knowledge when Koriak women try to 

catch a man, but also how people look at individuals who cross borders of different 

gender discourses.  

The individual Koriak and Evenki women in the examples I describe in the last part of 

the essay could serve as examples of how two different native groups with a past of 

relatively equal gender roles2 and family structures have been drastically affected and 

changed on account of historical oppression, Christianisation and later forced 

assimilation and “russification”. I have in this essay chosen to focus especially on the 

                                                 
2 Not all indigenous groups had equal gender roles before colonial contact . 
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situation of contemporary Evenki and Koriak women, and how they are perceived 

according to the dominating gender discourses. 

 In the last part of the paper, chapter nine, I will make a summary of the gender 

discussion. The forced assimilation of the native people has changed the family patterns 

and created a situation where men and women have lost their security and feeling of 

belonging. This has in many cases led to that women of contemporary Siberia are in a 

much more vulnerable situation than they traditionally were. This has to do with the fact 

that feelings of meaninglessness and hopelessness have created a very unstable social 

and psychological state among many native Siberian individuals plagued by social 

problems like alcohol abuse and violence. Many native women like the Koriak or 

Evenki women that I describe in this essay become stigmatised and looked upon as 

immoral women because they cross the borders of the dominant gender discourses. 

Many of those women find themselves in ambivalent relations with men that do not 

respect them while at the same time society condemns their behaviour as not female, 

irresponsible and wild.   

I will also make a final conclusion of why many indigenous northerners of today live 

under miserable conditions and try to figure out what could be done to make their 

situation better. 

 

2. Ethnography and anthropology during socialist rule 

At the same time as ethnographic societies were set up in Great Britain in the 

mid-nineteenth century, an ethnographic society was set up in St Petersburg. Members of 

the societies shared the same fascination with the principles of origin and history of all 

mankind. In the early twentieth century some of the Russian anthropologists active in 

opposing the repressive aspects of the Tsar government were exiled to Siberia 

(Dragadza 1987:155; Dragadza 1984:6). Those anthropologists who like Shternberg, 

Bogoraz and others did excellent fieldwork among the tribes of the far north. They were 

dependent on the natives for their own survival, and thereby came very close to the 

different groups of people they studied. (Dragadza 1984:6). What they found in the 

north-east of Siberia was as they saw it, some of the earliest forms of religion, 

marriage, and pastoralism (Slezkine 1994:125). Bogoraz returned after the Bolshevik 

revolution supported by Lenin’s and other leaders interest in the minority people of the 

new Soviet state, the anthropologists developed a school of ethnography based on 
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gathering of ethnographic detail, coupled with an evolutionary type of analysis rooted in 

Marxist ideas, but also in Engel’s thoughts of historical materialism (Dragadze 1984:6). 

When the interest and approach of the early twentieth-century’s anthropologists in the 

west changed with new thoughts from Malinowski that rejected historicism, the Soviet 

anthropologists were already cut off and isolated by Stalin (Dragatza 1987:155). It was 

not until much later, (in the Brezhnev period) that they got out of the ideological 

isolation from the rest of the world. Tamara Dragatze, a British anthropologist that has 

been visiting Soviet and Russia since 1968, argues that one must resist perceiving the 

former political and social situation in the Soviet Union as unique. What differs 

compared to other totalitarian states, is according to Dragatze the degree to which 

certain elements of policy and political control are significant and effective (Dragatze 

1984:162). It is in this view not the Soviet policies which are so different, but the 

capacity of the bureaucracy to uphold the policies of central government authority. One 

might easily reject the temptation to see the Soviet context as something unique and 

maybe one could draw parallels between totalitarian socialist states like the former 

Soviet, China and Vietnam3. The communist ideology together with the strong 

regulations for its implementation and its maintenance, work like a structural power that 

not only controlled the environment people interacted in, but also staged and directed 

the environment that people interacted in4. This also corresponds with Eric Wolf´s 

interpretation of Foucault’s view of power as the possibility to structure other people’s 

ability to act, and make some actions possible and others totally impossible (Wolf 

1994:217f).) By looking at the system’s control mechanisms that surrounded the 

anthropologist during the Soviet era, one can see how this structural power worked and 

affected the individual actors, the anthropologists and their informants. 

During the Soviet era most of the Siberian north was closed to foreigners, and 

outsiders knew little about the situation of the indigenous groups of people living there. 

Paeans to the Soviet system, often by members of these different small indigenous 

groups, obscured their real situation. The state controlled Soviet media involved 

comparing the happy fate of Russian indigenous northerners with the terrible fate of 

those in capitalist states. Of the few westerners that were given a chance to visit native 

villages, many accepted the propagandistic view (Fondahl 1997:71).  

                                                 
3 If someone is interested in reading more about inner colonialism in socialist states I recommend 
“Internal colonialism in the central highlands of Vietnam”, by Grant Evans, from 1992. 
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 Ethnographers during Soviet rule were under extreme pressure and had to be careful not 

to write anything that could clash with the propagandistic view. Tamara Dragadze has 

written the following about the atmosphere at the universities during the communist era: 

“Each institute and university department has its own communist Party organisation 

which participates in most activities, including the editing of their journals and books; 

the department chief directors and administrators are usually members, so that there are 

overlapping, rather than parallel sets of directives between party and academic 

officers" (Dragadze 1984:8). This not only ensured that plans for research were 

acceptable to the policies of the overall Soviet authorities, but also so that academics 

received guidance on the current official lines of ideology and theory and the degree of 

flexibility within which discussions would be tolerated by the governmental authorities 

(ibid.). The Soviet anthropologists were aware of the contradiction between the official 

doctrine and their fieldwork experiences. This knowledge was shared with their 

informants (Dragadze 1987:158f). At a local level among the peoples studied there 

were often discussions of weather a particular custom should be viewed as religious or 

folk traditional and consistent with some undefined notions of progress or not (Dragadze 

1984:6). 

According to the official Soviet policy total equality existed between the sexes, 

and harmony between generations throughout the Soviet Union. No conflicts between 

ethnic groups were aloud and it had to be a mutual respect between the city and the 

village. There should also be a convergence of thoughts and customs by all Soviet 

people, characterised by secularisation. This even if it was conceded that different 

ethnic groups had particular ways “national in form” but “socialist in content”. All 

evidence of the contrary was officially seen as signs of “backwardness”, while 

evidence supporting the fulfilment of these directives was seen as progressive and good 

(ibid.:158). Anthropologists were occasionally commissioned by the government 

authorities to go to rural areas and to publish descriptions of progress and 

modernisation, this to demonstrate how people have benefited from the Soviet state, and 

how official secular ideology and customs were accepted. The objective was to write 

about what would be approved of at the official level and not to investigate the real 

attitudes of contemporary villagers (ibid.:157). This resulted in the situation where the 

anthropologists focused on ancient customs and cultural history to prevent both 
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informants and themselves from being reprimanded and punished, the informants as 

backward, and the anthropologist for publishing damaging information, or collecting 

material that could not be published at all (Dragadze 1984:159). Because of the 

political situation the anthropologists during the communist era were very careful, and 

wrote only about “past” traditions, and customs that were “dying out” (Dragadze 

1987:157ff). Another important issue is according to Dragadze that the Soviet Marxist 

anthropology had a tendency to describe characteristics of kinship and marriage as 

“cultural” features of a society and not at all as socio-economic factors (Dragadze 

1984:4). 

 

3. Background - From alien others to assimilated others 

Differentiated social identities are according to Henrietta Moore related to the 

exercise of power (Moore 1994:92). This has to do with the fact that definitions of 

identities are connected to normative or conventional explanations for the social order, 

and do also legitimate the same order. This is also the case when social definitions of 

identity are based on ascribed characteristics, which form the basis for power relations 

and institutionalised inequalities. Social definitions of identity based on ascribed 

characteristics like settled / nomad, modern / backward, white / black, and Russian / 

alien, serve to naturalise in-equality. The power to name, to define a social identity and 

to ascribe characteristics to that identity is a political power (ibid.:92). It is on the basis 

of the naturalised differences between these identities that the rights and needs of 

persons are established. The ability to assign appropriate rights and needs is in the 

hands of those who define social identities. Race, gender, and class differences encode 

ideas about the rights of the persons so differentiated. Differentiation processes, 

privilege or disadvantage persons in their capacity to claim material or symbolic 

resources (ibid.:93). The relation that many native Siberian groups had towards the 

Russian colonisers through history clearly shows who is in power, and who decides the 

needs and rights for whom. The Russian rulers have since the beginning of colonisation 

ascribed the Siberian groups of people characteristics like different, inferior and 

backwards in contrast to the normal, “superior” and “modern” white Russians. The 

Russian authorities have also divided all Russian ethnic groups into different fixed 

categories, categories that still exist today.    
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The situation among many native Siberians of today 

 

" Since ancient times, a number of small ethnic groups, grouped together in official and 

scientific terminology as "Peoples of the North", have been living scattered across the wide 

expanses of the North and Far East of Russia. Despite their small numbers, they have 

populated these enormous territories - half of today’s Russia - and made them their home" 

(Bogoyavlinsky 1996:35). 

 

Traditionally the native Siberians lived from reindeer herding, hunting and fishing. 

Their livelihood and lifestyle were closely linked with the surrounding environment 

(Bogoyavlinsky 1996:35). For example did tradition among the Evenki peoples in the 

Trans Baikal area prescribed specific means of killing animals, and the disposition of 

their bones and other remains. These rules for the people to follow ensured a continued 

favourable relation with the spirits of the animals and their keepers (Fondahl 1998:32). 

In the northern and Far East regions of today’s Russia some striking economical, 

social and environmental changes have taken place, changes that have affected the native 

people in a disastrous way, and put them into a critical state (Bogoyavlinsky 1996:35). 

In the former USSR the only official concept of socio-historical development for the 

"Peoples of the North5" was known as the "non-capitalist path of development of the 

formerly backward peoples". According to this concept not all people had to pass 

through the stage of capitalist development (Pika et al. 1999:21). The "Peoples of the 

North" should with the help of the Soviet working class be able successfully to pass 

from a pre-capitalist way of life, directly to socialism. Scholars and politicians asserted 

that under the leadership of the communist party, Russians and other brotherly peoples 

have fulfilled their international duty by helping the "Peoples of the North" to find the 

road to socialism, by passing the capitalist stage and other feudal stages of 

development. According to most scholars of today the communist party policy and this 

                                                 
5 I refer to small groups of indigenous people that inhabit Siberia and the Far East. Officially 26 - 31 
groups.   
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concept of socio-historical development has been a base for a history of bureaucratic 

paternalism on part of the state in relation to the "Peoples of the North" in the 1930s to 

1970s (ibid.:22). 

Later it turned out that socialism and "help" from the state in guise of the Russian 

people did not in any way guarantee the "Peoples of the North", their culture, ethnicity 

or demographic survival. The concept used to explain to the intelligentsia how the 

"Peoples of the North", together with the Soviet working class could join the front-line 

in the fight against the rest of the world, failed to answer the fundamental questions of 

native people themselves. How could they survive and keep their culture in a rapidly 

changing world? (Pika et al. 1999:22). 

After Perestroika it became clear that the policies of the Soviet era brought with 

it many problematic conditions for the native populations. For example the decline of 

traditional economical activities: decrease in numbers of reindeer, sold furs, and fish 

caught. This left many native people in a disadvantage state. Many of the collective 

farms involved in hunting and agricultural production were farms for which a loss was 

planned, and they existed on the basis of governmental subsidies. This dependence led 

to a decline in the level of social development in Northern villages and a gap in the 

quality of life between indigenous and non-indigenous peoples (Pika et al. 1999:7f). 

While the number of workers in traditional fields decline, the numbers of workers in 

unskilled physical labour in low-paying jobs are growing. This process is called the 

”lumpenzation” of the native population and generates other social problems, for 

example bad mental health and alcoholism. According to one statistical investigation 

that Pika refers to are more than 30% of all deaths among native Siberian people violent 

deaths while, the figure for Russia as a whole is 18%, and the suicide and homicide 

rates are also higher than in "average" Russia.  

The mortality among the native people is according to a 1989 census extremely 

high, maybe because of ineffective health care. With a weak material base, and an 

organisation of health care which is incongruous with the lives of the “Peoples of the 

North”, their cultures and in many cases poor psychological status; The health care 

system fails to take cultural specifics into account (Pika et al. 1999:8f). For many 

indigenous people the term “health” means that one has a balance within each of four 

aspects of human life, physical, emotional, spiritual and mental. In this view focusing on 

only one aspect, for example the physical and not on the other three, could disturb the 
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balance between the four “energies” within a person and create an imbalance in that 

person’s health (Kailo 1997:97).  In this context mental health is one part of a human’s 

total being, and the other aspects must also be taken into consideration if a person is to 

be cured from, for example a mental illness. The conventional health care in Russia fails 

to take those aspects into consideration, and even if they did, they might still not have 

access to material resources. All this has led to a much worse situation regarding many 

diseases like tuberculosis or pneumonia among others. In many ways the poor physical 

and psychological health of individuals of the indigenous populations is one of the main 

reasons behind the extremely low life expectancy. Among many native people, the life 

expectancy was less than 60 years in 1988-1989. 

The native people have lost and are still losing their cultures and languages 

because of processes of historical conscious state assimilation, "russification" and 

contemporary acculturation. The general degradation of the environment continues under 

the influence of irrational industrial activities, construction and poor resource use. This 

worsening condition for the ecosystem has clear profound economic and ethno-social 

significance for the native people (Pika et al. 1999:10). But to be able to understand the 

current situation among the small Siberian groups of people and what has led to this 

situation one needs to go back in time, one needs to tell the "history". 

 

Colonisation 

Before colonisation the native people of Siberia had no contact with Europeans. 

Around 1550 the first Cossacks and traders entered the area east of the Ural mountains 

and by the end of the 18th century Russian hunters, traders and peasants covered almost 

all of Siberia living in settlements mostly located to large rivers. The main goal of the 

central Russian government and private merchants was during this time to turn the 

natives into reliable suppliers of tribute, mostly in the form of furs (Vakhtin 1994:36). 

This trade (tribute) with the Russians affected the traditional economies. Many 

indigenous people shifted gradually their survival strategies from reindeer breeding, 

hunting and fishing to mostly fur hunting and trapping in order to be able to exchange fur 

for industrial goods at the trading stations. Others enlarged their herds of reindeer in a 

way they had never done before (ibid.). Traditional organisations changed drastically 

during the period 16th to 20th century. From the 17th to the 19th century the administration 

of the Siberian natives was carried out by a system of governors, through local chiefs 
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and elders. But in practice the native people were forced to rely on Russian Siberian 

administrators that were known for appropriating state property (ibid.).  The Russian 

colonisers often used armed force to extract regular tribute from the native groups. Once 

a year a fixed number of sables for each male member from the age of fifteen had to be 

handed over to Russian officials. If they did not deliver as they should, the Russians 

took hostages, usually chiefs or family members and held them in local Russian forts 

until their kinsmen brought in the required number of pelts (if they could) (Forsyth 

1992:42). 

In 1819-1820 Mikhail Speranskii, the closest adviser to Emperor Alexander I 

devised a code of indigenous administration (Vakhtin 1994:37). This code later became 

law in 1822 and was built on the idea that all societies go through childhood, maturity 

and old age, and that legislators should know the age of these societies exactly, and then 

govern each society according to its own character. Ethnography and history were 

according to Speranskii something that the European coloniser had failed to take into 

account, a mistake that Speranskii was determined to avoid (Slezkine 1994:82f). For 

this one needed to study the natives lives and traditions. For these tasks Speranskii 

chose a native from Tobilsk, with the name Gavrila Stepanovich Baten´kov. Between 

1819 and 1820 he collected statistical data on the Siberian native population (ibid.:83). 

Baten´kov found out that the social and economical conditions varied significantly. In 

the north, most were fishers and hunters. In the middle zone of Siberia they, were 

agriculturists or foragers, and in the south, most devoted themselves to agriculture and 

cattle breeding, while many still lived as nomadic hunters and fishers. Baten´kov found 

three different types of economic organisation that later became fixed statues of the 

native Siberians when the "Statute of Alien Administration in Siberia" became law in 

1822 (ibid.:83).  By then all Siberian natives were formally classified as aliens 

(ibid.:84). They were also according to different levels of their way of life divided into 

three categories; settled, those living in towns and settlements; nomadic, those who 

migrated regularly between summer and winter quarters; and the wandering people who 

moved from one place to another and who were supposed to have no regular territory 

(ibid.:84; Forsyth 1992:156). 

This legal document was an attempt to protect the native population on the colonised 

land and to give those who were settled the same rights as Russian peasants. It also 

showed a desire to preserve the native economy against Russian intrusion (Vakhtin 
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1994:37). Something that did not happen. Until 1822 many of the natives living in 

villages were subjected to the same laws as the nomadic part of the population and 

were therefore obligated to pay fur tribute like them. After 1822 thousands of those 

people were classified as settled and placed under the same laws and obligations as the 

Russian state peasants. This step up in the development ladder meant that they now had 

to pay sometimes ten times as high Yasak (tax) than they would need to pay if classified 

as nomads.  

This resulted in that many nomads were afraid to be transferred to the settled category, 

and many went so far as to buy furs to fulfil their Yasak obligations which was their 

only guarantee of nomadic status (Forsyth 1992:157). According to Speranskii and 

Baten´kov, the alien classes were to be open and flexible, and the basic assumption was 

that the wanderers should become nomads, and the nomads sooner or later settled. It 

was up to the local administrators to follow this slow progress. But the aliens could 

never become anything but aliens (Slezkine 1994:84f).  

One of the problems with the statute was the lack of guidelines for distinguishing 

among the categories. This was left to the local officials to decide. The criteria of 

belonging to a particular class depended on the main economic activity, civic education 

or way of life in general. The statute’s main principle was for native administration and 

indirect rule with as little Russian interference as possible. Moreover all contact 

between Russian and native officials was to be limited to an absolute minimum, every 

visitor was to make do with as few sleds as possible, Russian administrators were 

prohibited from trading with the aliens of their provinces and tribute-collecting trips 

were limited (ibid.:85ff). Despite all this, the government failed to limit the wave of 

Russian colonisation, and the immigrants penetrated deeper into native territories and 

continued to violate alien rights. After Speranskii retired, the protective measures 

receded, and the administration turned to the side of the colonialists with continuous 

exploitation of indigenous land. The law also failed to protect the natives from 

exploitation by traders (Vakhtin 1994:37f). Although the law forbade trade with liquor, 

the traders, who had the real power in Siberia, often bartered with vodka in exchange 

for the goods offered by the native people. This caused many natives to become 

addicted to alcohol, and their impoverishment reached new dimensions. This meant that 

in theory the aliens possessed rights and privileges, but in practice their rights were 
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almost none. Many groups of natives tried to preserve their way of life by fleeing further 

north or east where there still were no Russians (ibid.:38).  

Something else to remember in the discussion about the ways the Russian 

settlers and administrators looked at the native populations as alien is that native women 

were not at all mentioned in “the native question”. Only the men were counted. This was 

a complication that in many ways affected native gender roles, as the Russian rulers 

granted only half of the native population rights and obligations; despite that, the 

Russian rulers thought that the native men treated their women as inferior beings. The 

same Russian administrators treated the native women as invisible, as only the men 

were obligated to pay Yasak, something that granted legal rights to native men only 

(Slezkine 1994:103). At the same time Russian colonisers, because of the lack of 

women, made it a habit to “buy” themselves local Siberian girls as sex partners, 

concubines or wives. This was at first seen as a sin in the eyes of the Orthodox Church 

as these women were seen as “pagans”. But later the Church changed its opinion. The 

practice nevertheless affected indigenous gender roles and must have had bad 

psychosocial consequences for many indigenous women (Forsyth 1992: 67). The first 

archbishop of Siberia, patriarch Filaret said that many of the Russian men in Siberia had 

too incestuous relations with their female family members, and he also knew that "men 

of service" who had wives did lend them to other men when they were away at 

expeditions. The fact that widows and wives were taken by force and passed on to other 

men among the Russians was something that the Church knew, but did not care much 

about. The majority of the Russian’s sexual partners were native Siberian women, even 

if some white Russian women also were sent for from the European parts of Russia. 

When the Russian regime was established, it also became a custom that men in service 

should be provided with women wherever they stayed. This custom continued till the 

middle of the nineteenth century. To capture native Siberian women were not only for 

satisfying sexual desires but also for commercial aims. Native women were sold as 

slaves for profit6 (Forsyth 1992: 67f).  

In the beginning of the Russian penetration of Siberia it is possible that the Siberian 

groups of people that met the Russian colonisers saw the gifts they got for their 

daughters and sisters as a payment of bride price, a custom that the Russians fast learned 

                                                 
6 It was however not only Russians that were involved in the slave trade, indigenous groups were also 
involved. Not only women were sold, men and children were also sold.  
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was a way to get access to native women. This custom of giving gifts to the bride’s 

family in exchange for her sexuality (among other things) might has had totally different 

meanings for the Russians and the native Siberians. For the Russians it might have 

looked like buying a person as your property for sexual services, but for the indigenous 

people bride price was seen as something that created strong bounds between the couple 

and the two families (his and hers) and something that obligated the bride’s father to pay 

the husband’s family a generous dowry that should be worth as much as the “bride 

price”. The bride also got some security, as she got gifts from her relatives and friends 

that were considered her property (Popov 1984:213). The fact that it also might have 

been seen as something positive and good to give your daughter to a guest to honour him 

might also have helped in giving the Russians a feeling of easy access to indigenous 

women’s sexuality. They did not know that this was only possible as long as the woman 

was not married.  

In some indigenous cultures there was an attitude of female generosity in sexual which 

considered it better for young girls to give themselves to different men and to have their 

children, than not to have sexual intercourse and children at all7.  It was, for example, 

according to Dolgan traditions also seen as a sin not to get married at all. But to have 

sex with someone else than your husband or wife was in the Dolgan moral view seen as 

a sinful thing (Popov 1984:201-203). 

 Something that many Russians colonisers did not understand or did not care about, as 

they gave their “wives” to other Russian men. Perhaps they saw this action as similar as 

when the Siberian native gave their daughter as a gift to a guest. Maybe the fact that 

many young native Siberian women did not got into problems with their family members 

when they had sexual intercourse and got pregnant before marriage, led many Russians 

to believe that the natives had no rules at all concerning sexual relations. But the fact 

that many Russians “sold” and gave their native wives to other men must have had very 

bad psycho- social consequences for many native Siberian women as it in their view 

were seen as something very sinful. 

 

The Committee of the North 

                                                 
7 This is discussed further in the section “Sexuality and moral among the Dolgans in the Taimyrsky 

nationalnyi Okrug” in the “Intimacy of gender” part. 
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The first decade after the Bolshevik revolution was important for the Siberian 

natives, they were still subject to laws of a foreign form of government and a foreign 

ideology, but some scholars and officials attempted to protect them, the traditionalists.  

Others, the modernists, saw them as ignorant and inferior.  The latter saw the land they 

used as rich resources for the state (Vakhtin 1994:38). But in 1917 the "declaration of 

rights of the Peoples of Russia" proclaimed the inalienable right for the free 

development of ethnic minorities and ethnic groups living within the territory of Russia. 

The 1918 constitution guaranteed equal rights to all citizens, irrespective of racial or 

ethnic affirmation. In 1923 the dominance of the Soviet authorities was complete in most 

parts of the Russian north, and the former native administrative structure and all organs 

of the former tsar administration were dismissed. The statute of the indigenous people 

was thereby abrogated. 1924 the Presidium of the Central Executive Committee voted to 

establish the "committee for assisting the Peoples of the Far North", with the purpose to 

define and reserve the territories necessary for the life and cultural development of each 

ethnic group (Vakhlin 1994:39f). 

In the 1920s traditionalism (the conservatives) and modernisation (the radicals) 

had their advocates both in the government and among scientists. The traditionalists 

believed that the social and historical development of the natives was more or less their 

own concern, and that the state should only protect their culture and their physical 

environment from destructive influences from the outside, while gradually helping them 

to adjust to the industrial world (Pika and Prokhorow 1996:264). At the beginning of its 

existence, the Committee of the North followed the conservative position, but this was 

only possible while the new communist power was still weak (Vakhlin 1994:41). In 

1935 the "Committee of the North" was abolished (ibid.:52). 

The traditionalist’s policies that dominated the USSR in the 1920s left behind national 

regions, "patrimonial" and "nomadic" soviets, and laws and ordinances protecting the 

interests and defining the rights of "Peoples of the North"(Pika and Prokhorow 

1996:264). 

 

Collectivisation, assimilation and industrialisation 

The position of the radicals had become stronger by the end of the 1920s, and 

they denied the necessity for special conditions for the indigenous peoples’ 

development and demanded an immediate collectivisation, as well as a ruthless 
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campaign against the kulaks (rich peasants) and shamans (Vakhlin 1994:41). The 

allotted number of deer was calculated by the same standards as those used for horses 

and cows in a European Russian household, where four animals was considered 

excessive, while an indigenous people, for example the Nenets had to posses at least 

250 deer in order to avoid starvation (ibid.:44). 

The modernisation policies that came to dominate from the 1930s to 1980s are 

associated with forced collectivisation, suppression of armed resistance of some native 

groups and communities, evictions from small ancient villages and a policy of moving 

nomadic peoples to a settled way of life. These modern policies also led to the 

nationalisation of the traditional community economy, destruction of native religions, 

economic activities and traditions, and a "russification" of school training and education 

with the introduction of a boarding school system (Pika and Prokhorow 1996:264).  

The 1930s marked the beginning of an enormous industrialisation program 

throughout the USSR and particularly in northern Siberia. Not only were the northern 

minorities not given back their land appropriated before the revolution, as the law 

prescribed, but new land was taken away from them by state-run industries, which 

penetrated native land all over the north (Vakhlin 1994:48). Those state industries 

supplied their own labour and preferred to rely mainly on food from their own 

agricultural state farms. These state farms heavily exploited the natural resources that 

formed the basis of the traditional native economy, so that the state deer-breeding farms 

arbitrarily used any pastures they wished without hesitation. The state fishing farms 

blocked rivers with fishing nets, violated the seasonal fishing periods, and in this way 

denied the indigenous people access to their traditional food (ibid.:49). The real power 

in the Russian north throughout the 1930s was transferred from the local administrators 

and the "Committee of the North" to mighty, central, industrial ministries like for 

example “Dal´stoy”8. Dal´stoy turned many northern minorities into merely food and 

transport suppliers (Vakhlin 1994:49).  

In 1934 the collectivisation process of the minority peoples accelerated and by 

1943, 89 percent of the deer herds were in collective ownership (ibid.:50). The large-

scale influx of people had one consequence in particularly. It created a differential 

treatment between the native population and the newcomers. The Northern population 

was divided into two categories. First the professionals (higher and middle 

                                                 
8 Dal´stoy means Chief Administration for the Development of the Far North. 
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administration officers, highly qualified specialists, judges, attorneys and police 

inspectors) who received a 10 percent yearly increase of salary, a 50 percent reduction 

in tax, privileges in allocation of apartments, university entrance and so on. Few of the 

natives belonged to this category. The remainder of the population fell into the second 

category. They could enjoy these privileges only if they came as workers to the north 

from other areas of the USSR. This automatically excluded the vast majority of the 

native population and created two categories of payment for the same work. The ground 

these policies were built on in the 1930s still exists today throughout the Russian north. 

The difference in wages for the same work can reach three times or more (Vakhlin 

1994:51f).  

 The greatest pressures on the northern indigenous people (and all populations in 

Soviet Union) came between 1950s and the mid 1980s. In 1945 Stalin advocated 

Russian superiority in science, industry and art, all proclaimed by official propaganda. 

The international language of the Soviet people was declared to be Russian, and it was 

given top priority in all school timetables. The population of the USSR was supposed to 

suppress all its ethnic, linguistic and cultural differences and merge into a homogeneous 

mass of the Soviet people (Vakhlin 1994:53). In the northern schools the number of 

hours for native language teaching was reduced or abolished. Around 1957 school 

teachers throughout the Siberian north began to punish the native children if they heard 

them speak anything but Russian in school, and the parents were requested not to speak 

their native language to their children at home. This language policy was thus never 

officially announced or published, but it was motivated with the argument that the 

children would have better job opportunities and a better future if they became more 

Russian. By 1970 only the Nenet language was still being used at school as a medium of 

instruction, although only in primary school; this out of 26 official native languages of 

the Russian north (Siberia and the Far east) (ibid.:55f). This has led to that groups of 

native people usually between 30 and 50 years old are characterised by being semi-

linguistic. A part of these groups prefers to speak Russian while the other part prefers 

their native tongue. This broken generation has lost most of its traditional customs and 

values but has not yet acquired new ones.  

In the 1950s and 60s another campaign was launched in the Russian north. It was 

based on the ideal to bring the northern regions and the natives in particular, to a modern 

socialist civilisation as fast as possible (ibid.:56f). In order to simplify the structure, 
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improve the economic situation and party administration in the north, and to bring the 

northern areas into line with the administrative structure of the rest of the USSR, one 

started to shut down state and collective farms in smaller villages. At the same time one 

amalgamated the small villages into larger ones, with forced relocation of the villagers 

(Vakhlin 1994:57). Nomadic people were forced to settle down, and the new 

settlements were chosen purely for their convenience for transportation, administration 

and centralised supplies and did not take into consideration that the territories around 

the new villages could only support a limited number of, for example hunters or had 

insufficient pastures for reindeer herds (Vakhlin 1994:58). Those remaining in 

traditional activities were to “rationalise” these fields in order to increase the 

productivity. The “rationalisation” involved the incorporation of management strategies 

and technologies often developed in distant urban centres, and for other environments. 

Elder land-based knowledge, which indicated how to best modernise the traditional 

activities, was devalued in the phase of superior scientific research (Fondahl 1997:71). 

What consequences all this had for traditional occupations, such as hunting or fishing 

was not considered at all (Vakhlin 1994:58).  

Here follows one example of what could occur when native people were forced 

to leave the villages they had lived in for years to move to other bigger villages.  

 

The old Koriak woman Nina Ivanova tells the following story: 

 

“When they (Russian administrators) told us that they would close the village, we did not 

believe them. We told them that we would not go, but they just came and ordered us. They 

told us to pack our things. And we were told that we from that moment on would live in the 

village Tymlat. Two days later they came again and told us to pack our things, but that time 

they said that we should move to Ossora. They just took the clothes of people who did not 

want to go and threw them into the helicopter” (Rethmann 2001:78).  

 

The social and economic consequences of enforced relocation resulted for many 

individual natives in a loss of meaning followed by social problems such as 

unemployment, alcoholism and high suicide rates (Vahklin 1994:58). The relocation and 

amalgamation policies that followed meant pressure to end the traditional livelihood. 

The indigenous population had for example to ask the Soviet authorities for permission 

to hunt and fish. Often the permission was denied (ibid.:59). One of the results of the 
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fact that many indigenous groups no longer could hunt for the food they were accustomed 

to is that their diet drastically changed, something that in many cases resulted in medical 

problems (ibid.).  

The relocation of native families also had huge consequences on native gender 

structures. Young Evenki women have seen a decrease in a range of activities, cultural 

and economic options and flexibility, changes that have channelled away young women 

from involvement in traditional activities. The result is that they increasingly have to 

accept positions as milkmaids, janitors, and other positions of low wages and prestige 

in the settlements (Fondahl 1998:69). This has also resulted in problems for young 

Evenki women to find someone suitable to marry. I will discuss this later in the section 

“Problems to find someone suitable to marry” at page 52, in the chapter “Changed 

gender roles among the Evenkis and the Koriaks”.  

As another part of the assimilation policy Siberian native parents had to turn their 

children over to state care, already at the age of one to a nursery, then kindergarten, then 

boarding school for six days 24 hours a week, even though the parents themselves lived 

in the same village (Vakhlin 1994:60f). 

As a result of the system, many children became fully state-dependent, and they lost their 

mother tongues. By the age of 15 or 17, they returned to their families as complete 

strangers, with no knowledge at all of their traditional culture or how to stay alive 

without state support in the form of food and clothes. In many cases the parents totally 

lost all feeling and responsibility toward their children. The policies also led to drastic 

changes in traditional family structures and loss of cultural knowledge. It has led to the 

situation where the majority of the northern boarding school graduates completely lack 

the necessary living skills, and often emerge without initiative and energy. These 

children experience enormous stress when they begin adult life. Two or three 

generations of the northern minorities have already been taken through the boarding 

school system and few of these people have been able to escape negative psychological 

effects. It is not until lately in the last few years that the boarding schools have been 

turned into ordinary day schools (Vakhlin 1994:61). 

 

Neotraditionalism as a survival strategy ? 

 In 1994 Alexander Pika and Boris Prokhorov wrote the article 

"Neotraditionalism in the Russian north, enter the future without forgetting the past". The 
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article deals with the conditions of the native populations in northern Siberia and 

emphasises the need for a new policy concerning these people. According to the authors 

goals of assimilation and directed modernisation of peoples’ cultures and way of life 

should be put aside, and people should themselves be offered the freedom to 

independently develop their economy, culture and forms of self government (Pika and 

Prokhorow 1996:263). The term Neotraditionalism is used to describe the principles 

that would form the basis and establish the practical directions of a proposition of a 

policy that could help to answer the basic questions posed by the native peoples 

themselves: How can we save our ethnic and cultural distinctiveness and identity ? How 

can we survive in a rapidly changing world ? Neotraditionalism does according to them 

not mean a return to the past. According to them it counts in some better policies of the 

past with new recently introduced forms of political, social and economic activities. 

This new proposal rejects past patterns of state paternalism, where financial and 

material assistance from the state went to numerous ministries and departments instead 

of directly to the native people. According to this policies it is crucial to get assistance 

directly into the hands of the native people and to avoid middlemen. Politically this 

would involve self-government by native people. Economically and ecologically it 

means giving native people in northern communities the freedom to decide for them 

selves how to use "their" natural resources and land.  And socially it would mean the 

development of constructive relationships between levels of the Russian government 

and the emerging native institutions of self-government; associations, elder councils and 

communal corporations (Pika and Prokhorow 1996:263-269). Even if one should 

remember that Pika´s and Prokhorov´s proposition is coming from them (the 

intelligentsia) and not from the native people themselves as so many times in history. 

One could conclude that their thoughts that highlights the positive parts of the 

traditionalist view from the 1920th, seems to resonate with Eyerman´s idea, that 

traditional cultural knowledge could be used as a resource upon which a social 

movement can be mobilised for protests as well as a basis for redefining ambivalent 

situations of lost meaning. 

According to Ron Eyerman traditions are inherited ways of interpreting reality 

and giving meaning to experiences. Traditions are constituted of collective memory and 

thus also of interpretative frameworks of meaning (Eyerman 1999:118). Traditions in 

the form of art and music as networks of meaning are collectively formed and passed on 
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between individuals and groups. Those traditions are often embodied in ritual practice 

and serve as a basic for social activity, both as emotional frameworks and as a 

mobilisation of meaning and interpretation. As structured frameworks of meaning, 

traditions form cultural or symbolic networks which accompany or underpin material 

networks, organisations, friendship circles and so on (ibid.). If so, a reinterpretation and 

reconstruction of lost traditions in combination with new ideas could be helpful in 

creating meaning in everyday life, and in restoring a feeling of belonging and identity 

among the native Siberians. Traditions embodied in ritual practice would then work as 

glue between people and groups that can be mobilised for both social solidarity and to 

make political stands. 

 

4. Culture, Ethnicity and Indigenous People 

To examine the construction of ethnic culture one can use Joane Nagel´s 

modernised form of Fredrik Barth’s "vessel" imagery: The shopping cart. Ethnic 

boundary constructions determine the shape of the cart like the size, composition etc. 

Ethnic culture, are then composed by things that people and groups put into the cart, like 

art, music, cloths, religious beliefs, norms, myths and customs. Culture is not an 

historical legacy. People construct culture by picking and choosing items from the past 

and the present (Nagel 1994:162).  This is however not an easy process, as it means that 

hypothetical culture then is something different for all people, and individuals. Groups 

and individuals construct cultures in different ways, but mostly involving the 

reconstruction of historical culture and the construction of new culture. Culture is 

constructed in much the same way as ethnic boundaries are built, by actions of 

individuals and groups and their interactions with the larger society. But even if culture 

and ethnic boundaries are important building block in ethnicity it does not mean that they 

are or need to be connected. Ethnic boundaries answer according to Joane Nagel the 

question: Who are we? While culture answers the question: What we are?  Culture 

provides the ethnicity with a history; ideology and systems of meaning and can also 

make the ethnic boundaries stronger. 

The construction of ethnic culture is an ongoing group task in which new and renovated 

cultural symbols, activities and materials are continually being added to and removed 

from existing cultural repertoires. It seems that cultural revivals and restorations occur 

when lost or forgotten cultural forms or practices are excavated and reintroduced, or 
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when lapsed or occasional cultural forms or practices are refurbished and reintegrated 

into contemporary culture (Nagel 1994:162). 

 

The concept indigenous people and the Russian context 

Thomas Hylland-Eriksen, writes in his book "Etnicitet och nationalism" (2000), 

that the concept indigenous people is used in anthropology to describe a non-dominant 

group of people within a given territory with more or less acknowledged claims of 

primordality.  Indigenous people are defined as people without their own state. They do 

not need to have been the first people in an area, and are always connected to a non-

industrial way of production. This means that the native people represent a way of life 

that makes them extra vulnerable to processes of modernisation and state policies. It 

also means that they stand in a potential conflict relationship to the state, as they today 

often claim back land that they consider has been taken away from them or want free 

access to the land they have used as pastures and hunting grounds for generations 

(Hylland-Eriksen 1993:156). It is worthwhile to discuss further Hylland-Eriksen 

postulate that indigenous people not necessarily have been the first people in an area. 

This is because different groups of people have migrated and moved in and out of 

different territories for centuries, which makes it difficult to see which particular people 

has been in a specific area first. But if we according to Hylland-Eriksen bring the 

production forms into the concept, we single out groups connected to a non-industrial 

way of production, something that strongly distinguishes some groups from others with 

more industrial production forms, for example the average white Russians settlers in 

Siberia. This means that two or more indigenous people can have been in the same 

distinct area long time without anyone knowing who was the first group there, and we 

could still consider them both indigenous, in contrast to other groups connected to a 

more industrial way of production. There are however some problems in using the 

production form as a way of telling who is indigenous or not, something that has to do 

with the fact that also indigenous groups develop their production forms. For example, 

many Saami groups today use snowmobiles and helicopters to herd their reindeer. Many 

indigenous Siberians like other indigenous groups over the globe have left or been 

forced to leave their traditional way of life, if not by their government, by necessity, to 

stay a live physically. One important question to ask is if these people then should be 
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considered to be less indigenous then others, that have manage to keep their more 

traditional production-forms?  

If one looks at the history of Siberia one can also see that ethnic processes 

throughout the territory have been and are in a constantly evolving state, which also 

complicates the task of knowing which of the indigenous groups that has the right to a 

particular piece of land. During climatic, economic and historical developments the last 

three hundred years, ethnic communities and their compositions and territories have 

changed several times (Murashko 1996:244). As an example, Forsyth in his book "A 

history of the Peoples of Siberia" (1992), writes the following about the Tungus people:  

"In the north, several Tungus tribes, including the Edyan and Vanadir, had moved 

beyond the edge of the forest, into the even less hospitable environment of the tundra. 

Here they ousted or absorbed the local Samoyed people and adopted elements of their 

Arctic culture, such as the use of reindeer to draw sledges and dogs to control herds. 

Subsequently these far northern Tungus, who are generally known as Dolgans, were 

themselves subjected to the influence of the Yakuts” (Forsyth 1992:53). This shows the 

complex task of deciding who were in which territory first and therefore should be seen 

as the indigenous inhabitants in an area and thereby entitled to a specific piece of land.           

What we can conclude is that different native Siberian groups were on the land and used 

the land as their own long before the Russian settlers arrived, and the Russian state 

claimed what they meant was empty land. Even though most indigenous people are 

minorities in states, another problem arise with distinguishing certain indigenous groups 

as extra vulnerable to processes of modernisation and state policies. This is that one 

might forget that other non-indigenous minority groups within a state also might be in 

vulnerable positions, and might suffer in similar ways. But if one goes back to the inner 

colonisation of Siberian and the white Russian settlers who saw it as empty land, one 

can single out at least one important reason why, for example, many indigenous people 

did not even try to claim the land they lived on, as the new Russian settlers did. The 

reason is that the Siberian natives, like many native Americans and other indigenous 

people were unfamiliar with the practice of private ownership of land in the European 

style. They considered themselves not as owners, but caretakers of the land for their 

lineage (Balzer 1999:36). In my view many of the indigenous people must have 

considered the white men mad; why pay for, and how could someone own something 
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that one already had free access to and has had for generations, as long as one takes care 

of the land for the next generation. 

Another thing to remember is that even if individuals speaks of indigenous people and 

their history as non-existent before colonial arrival, the unwritten history of many native 

groups does exist in their oral traditions, their epics, rituals and memories (Balzar 

1999:29f).  

 

Ethnic identity in Russia 

The ILO convention 169 states that "self-identification” as indigenous or tribal 

shall be regarded as a fundamental criterion for determining the groups to which the 

provisions of this convention apply". But the problem according to Olga Murashko is 

that this self-identification is of little importance in the Russian administrative practices. 

The system allows individuals to call themselves whatever they likes, but they will still 

in the end be registered according to official procedures; i.e. according to the official 

list of ethnic groups from the USSR times where hundreds of ethnic denominations in the 

country are not mentioned (Murashko 1996:243 f). This means that a number of people 

attribute collective identities as people even if they themselves feel that they belong to 

other collective identities, not on the official USSR lists. This also means that if these 

people shall have a chance to get access to the Russian political arena and have some 

chance to exist as groups, the collective identity attributed to them works as a self-

fulfilling prophesy, where people have to accept and act as certain ethnic groups, with 

specific collective identities whether they like it or not, to get access to certain 

resources. It is in this context better to be a recognised as a certain people and in that 

way get access to certain human rights and resources that the official collective identity 

prescribes, than not to be seen at all, because then you will have no legal rights at all, in 

the Russian context. The problem that Murashko stresses with self-identification as 

indigenous is not only that the Russian state only recognises certain ethnic groups, but 

also that processes of assimilation and inter-marriage often make it difficult for a person 

to define his or her ethnic affiliations (Murashko 1996:243 f). This means that the 

collective identity and the feeling that one belongs to a group of relatives that relate to 

shared characteristics, myths and feelings become blurred and disturbed, something that 

might put the connection to those people into question, and make it difficult to identify. 

This might also disturb the personal experiences and feelings on a more psychological 
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level concerning the personal unique identity of an individual. One other thing to keep in 

mind when it comes to collective identity and belonging to a people, is about languages, 

as language is one of the most central elements of culture, it is important to remember 

that although people may consider a native language their “mother tongue”, this does not 

however mean that they speak it well (Humphrey and Sneath 1999:21). This means if 

we turn it around that even people that do not speak their mother tongue can consider 

themselves part of a people with a specific collective identity. In the Siberian context 

this would mean that a number of individuals and groups of persons (especially 

individuals that have been through the boarding school system) belonging to specific 

ethnic groups only speak Russian even if their mother tongue is considered to be another 

language. 

What is clear is that individuals to some extent can manipulate their ethnic 

identity if it is convenient in a specific situation (Hylland-Eriksen 1993:44). Marjoric 

Mandelsam Balzer writes in a similar way about the concept "Social identity" and 

stresses the multiple and situational nature of self-identity (Balzer 1999:19). In this 

view ethnicity and gender are placed in a broad perspective. According to this 

perspective diverse actions and identities might be appropriate in different contexts, 

especially in situations of ethnic or international interaction. New rights and duties are 

learned or adapted constantly, but do not prelude old relationships. One example of 

situational, multiple identities in the Soviet context was the indigenous party leader who 

participated in a bear ceremony or urban Russian Communist Party members who 

secretly attended a ceremony of baptism (Balzer 1999:19). The chosen ethnic identity is 

determined by the individual perception of meaning in different social contexts, salience 

in different social contexts, and utility in different settings (Nagel 1994:155). The 

individual choices are, however, circumscribed by the ethnic categories available at a 

particular time and place like in the official Russian context where sets of ethnic 

identities that a person can choose from are limited to politically defined ethnic 

categories, with varying degrees of stigma or advantages attached to them (ibid.: 155-

156).  

Stefan Ekenberg quotes Anitha Jacobsson-Widding on the concept of identity in 

his book “The power of recognition; The Limitations of indigenous peoples” (2000).  

According to Jacobsson-Widding the concept of identity has two meanings, the personal 

identity is related to the person’s uniqueness, an identity that implies a distinction from 
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another person’s identity; and secondly a collective identity, related to shared 

characteristics, myths and feelings, this type of identity implies similarity and likeness 

with people within the group, but with a uniqueness as a group compared to non-

members outside the group. According to Ekenberg it is important not only to see 

identity as an internal personal experience but also as an externally given identity. This 

means that the collective identity as a people or a group is a result of external labels and 

pressure, as well as internal personal experience (Ekenberg 2000:4). What kind of 

expressions this can take, and what it means, is something that Olga Murashko clearly 

shows when she stresses problems concerning the term indigenous as a self-identifying 

concept in the post Soviet context. 

 

5. Modernisation – globalisation 

Being traditional in a modern world 

It does not need to be a contradiction in that ethnic identity exists during 

processes of modernisation. The most crucial for ethnic minorities to survive, is how 

they, in relation to other groups can handle the changes and use new technologies and 

political opportunities for their own purposes (Hylland-Eriksen 1993:158). 

This leads us to the paradox that cultures in some ways first have to die to be able to 

survive. In most cases it is the ethnic minority that must to master the dominant group’s 

cultural codes to be able to negotiate with, for example, the state in an effective way 

(Hylland-Eriksen 1993:160). 

I cannot however see why a minority culture, or any culture, has to disappear, or that 

groups of people have to lose their ethnic identity to stay alive. Cultures do change and 

people should be able to keep and reproduce their traditions and still learn new 

customs. The problems of groups in minority position in a society are that they might not 

have that much of a choice. They might be or feel forced to give up their way of life and 

to adopt the majority cultural behaviour, pointed at as something much better and maybe 

more modern than the minority culture. Many of the native Siberian people in the 

Russian north, traditionally lived as nomads (Around 15.000 people are still nomads in 

Siberia). When it is not longer possible for the native Siberians to according to their 

traditions, their whole cultural and historical continuity is put into question and 

threatened. It might not even be possible physically to stay alive with a traditional life, 

in a destroyed or polluted environment.  
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Different social, political and economical changes in a society play a huge role when it 

comes to people’s choices to adopt certain behaviours and customs. If there is no food 

to eat, most people will do whatever necessary to get food even if it means giving up 

one culture and ethnic identity, adopt’s a new identity if possible, or reviving an old 

one.  

According to Anthony Giddens it is legitimate to speak about how people do 

things in a traditional way as long as one is aware of the fact that traditions are not static 

and do not resist change (Giddens 1999:43f). He also means that one has to see 

traditions in the light of incoming knowledge and actions, and that one should view a 

grounded tradition as an illusory tradition whose identity comes from modern 

reflections (Giddens 1999:43f). 

There is a tendency concerning the third (and fourth) world to describe all that 

was before colonisation as traditional and all that followed as modern. This is a false 

dichotomy where the traditional is seen as something static and the modern as something 

dynamic. This assumption makes us miss the point of every separate regions historical 

context and own internal dynamic. This view also obscures the fact that most societies 

were not isolated islands of homogenised groups before they got colonised. Many 

different traditions existed often side-by-side within the same society (Johnson-Odim, 

Stroebel 1999:xxxiii). Within the dichotomy traditional-modern is also a tendency to see 

the modern as something better than the traditional (Johnson-Odim, Stroebel 

1999:xxxiv). In Russia the opposition between concepts of ethnicity and modernity 

unfortunately often serves as the basis for adopting responsible decisions at the state 

levels. Ethnic and modern was in the Soviet context often considered antagonistic terms 

where a person, an obshchina9, or native group of people by its very history were 

confronted with the necessity of choosing between ethnic (i.e., dying out and backward) 

or modern (i.e. good). In this context the "Russo-Euro centric" is viewed as something 

good and everything else is not fully that good and in many ways doubtful (Pika 

1999:15). The concepts modern and ethnic are “normally” not antagonistic terms.  

Modern social institutions are according to Anthony Giddens unique and 

different from all types of traditional order. Modernity has created new life forms and 

changed all types of traditional social orders. These transformations, both included in 

modernity, are call extensionality and intensionality, and work on a deeper level than 

                                                 
9 An Obshchina is a small indigenous community in Russia. 
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most changes that distinguish earlier periods. As an example of extensionality, Giddens 

mentions the establishment of new social communication forms with connections all 

over the globe. As an example of intensionality, he mentions changes at the more 

personal levels in life, like new gods in the supermarket or that one’s fishing water is 

polluted (Giddens 1999:14f). Moreover, history should not be seen as a reflection of 

certain earlier principles of organisation or transformation. This does not however mean 

that there do not exist a number of episodes of historical transitions that can be 

identified, so that certain generalisations can be made (ibid.:16).   

It is possible to distinguish discontinuities that distinguish the modern social institutions 

from traditional social institutions by pointing at certain features. One of those is the 

rapid pace societies change during the modern era. This does not however mean that 

traditional societies are not dynamic (Giddens 1999:16). If we look at the technical 

changes during our own lifetime we clearly see how fast things are changing (ibid.:17). 

Another discontinuity feature is the range, which today could be seen as global. A third 

feature is the modern institutions’ internal features which cannot be found during earlier 

historical episodes, like the national state as a political system, the productive 

independence of nonliving power sources, and human workers transformation to 

merchandises (Giddens 1999:17). 

Giddens has almost exclusively studied the development of western societies, 

and even if the global capitalistic market does not care about borders, in poor countries 

only a few people can participate on the financial market. Most people can only observe 

the changes in their societies, and with it, the changes in their lives. Giddens 

distinguishes two dissembling mechanisms which both rest on trust that people put in 

abstracts powers. Both of them are important for the development of modern social 

institutions. First is the creation of symbolic resources, exchange like money that can 

circulate without consideration for the specific criteria of the persons that have the 

money for the moment (Giddens 1999:28ff). The global hegemonic capitalistic market is 

one of the most typical forms of dissembling mechanisms during the modern period 

(ibid.). The other " dissembling mechanism" is the expert systems that like symbolic 

resources dislocate social relations from the immediate context (Giddens 1999:35). 

Examples of the expert system can be transportation, communication and medical, 

psychological and technical experts (Giddens 1991:18). Another example could be 

access to energy for heating up households, or electricity for lighting up buildings. 
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Those systems of experts are most available to the people in the western world, and not 

even there, do all people have access to them.   

In their 1988 foreword of the book "Neotraditionalism in the Russian North, 

indigenous Peoples and the legacy of Perestroika" Alexandr Pika and Boris Prokhorov 

gives an example where they describe the situation in the Khanty-Mansi Autonomous 

okrug (district). This situation is in many ways typical for the Siberian North. The 

Mansi and Khanty peoples are former nomads; today they are living in 72 national 

settlements. In many settlements there is still no electricity, and people use oil lamps as 

in old days. In many settlements, there are no hospitals, schools or saunas, and 

sometimes not a single shop. The settlements completely lack amenities, and the 

inhabitants have only themselves and their neighbours to rely on (Pika and Prokhorov 

1999:xxxi). Most of the people living in those settlements lack both symbolic resources 

in the form of money or access to the kind of expert systems that Giddens talk about. 

 

Trajectories of being local in a global world 

Zygmunt Baumann put his finger on a very important aspect of modern processes 

of globalisation. According to him the powerlessness among the people that do not 

belong to the privileged group of people, with access to important resources increases 

in pace with the segregation of the world that global processes also bring with them. 

This has to do with that processes of globalisation lack uniformity when it comes to the 

effects of transformation the processes bring. Processes of globalisation split at the 

same time as they unite; what is the cause of the one, is also the cause of the other. At the 

same time as the global market economy and the flow of information are spreading over 

the globe, other processes of localisation fix the local space. Those linked processes 

create different conditions of living and separate populations. Globalisation, that means 

freedom for some, means localisation i.e. isolation and a cruel destiny for others 

(Baumann 2000:2).  

To be local in a global world is according to Baumann, a sign of social 

inferiority and degradation. However. I do not believe that all people see it like this. To 

be local does not necessarily mean degradation; it depends with what or with whom you 

compare yourself. But if you feel stuck and fixed in the local and lack important 

resources, then you probably feel that you are in an inferior situation in relation to 

"global people", who have easier access to symbolic resources and expert systems. 
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Baumann’s reason for positing the social degradation in the local, has to do with that the 

public room then has moved away from the local life and made the local lose its 

possibility to generate and negotiate meaning, and become more dependent on actions 

which are not controlled in the local, but far away in the global. One integrated part in 

processes of globalisation is the increasing spatial segregation, separation and locking 

out of peoples. According to Baumann fundamentalism reflects the feelings of people on 

the other side of the globalisation process, it is a phenomena that is an offspring of the 

same process (Baumann 2000:2f). Many of today’s Russians are found on the other side 

of the globalisation process, without any access to many resources of the "modern" 

society of today. But even further away from the mobile private investigators of the 

global world one finds groups of people in northern Siberia that historically, because of 

their ethnic distinctiveness and their different way of life (compared to the average 

Russian) have been stigmatised and exposed to forced assimilation. Here follows an 

extreme example of how it could be when the public room moved away from local life 

and became more dependent on actions that are not controlled in the local, but far away 

in the global. The former Soviet Union government decided to make nuclear-bomb tests 

above and below ground in Siberia, close to areas inhabited by indigenous people 

without informing people living close to these areas. This has had devastating 

consequences for the people living in the area. Radioactive fallout affected the local 

indigenous people, and many of today’s Chukchee suffer seriously from tuberculosis, 

leukaemia and other forms of cancer (Krumbholzs and Kresissings, 1992, Uranium 

Mining, States of Peoples; Makhijani, 1992, Radioactive Heaven and Earth, States of 

Peoples). 

The Soviet policies concerning the progress and development of the indigenous groups 

of peopl provide another example – Decisions were taken centrally, and then 

implemented locally: For example, the decision to assimilate the indigenous groups of 

people, that led to the forced boarding school system for the native youth and the 

enforcement for the nomad groups to settle down in villages. 

When the Russian people, and in this case indigenous people in distant Siberian 

villages sometimes complain that it was better before the fall of the Soviet Union it 

might seem unbelievable in the light of the terrible history of their forced assimilation. 

But if one looks at it after trying to understand how the new global market economy 

works, this attitude is easier to understand. Baumann explains that one integral part in 
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the globalisation process is the increasing spatial segregation and locking out of people. 

Many of the villagers in distant Siberian settlements are now after the fall of the Soviet 

Union left without many of the resources that came with the communist development 

programs in the Siberian tundra. There are always two sides of a coin, and it was 

probably not until people felt the negative aspects of the new economy that they realised 

that there were positive aspects of the communist rule and the plan economy. To say this 

feels absurd when one knows about the terrible consequences these progress programs 

have had for many northern Siberians. But the fact is that when the state managed to 

collectivise, settle and force the indigenous people to work in state farms, the state 

system guarantied work and a paycheque for almost everybody, and work put food on 

the table. Today the native Siberians and the rest of the Russian people see that the 

capitalist system with its market and private investors not care about anything, only to 

generate more money. This means for many poor Siberians and others that the freedom 

they got to act and think is not worth much, when it comes to putting food on the table. 

The new global market economy does not care much for those that do not have anything 

to invest. According to Baumann, the mobility that the “people who invest” possess, has 

led to the disconnection of power from obligations. This means no more duties toward 

employees, the younger and the weaker, or toward the yet unborn generation. This could 

explain the continuous pollution of the environment all over the globe, but especially in 

poor countries. This also means that the private investors are released from their duty to 

contribute to the daily life of the community (Baumann 2000:9). Even if the industries in 

power during the industrialisation of Siberia had the tendency to ignore the indigenous 

villagers, to the advantage of Russian immigrants, and even if the Russians unofficially 

treated the natives like an inferior class, I believe that many of the indigenous villagers 

thought it all would change to the better after the fall of the Soviet rule 1989. Instead 

these people find themselves in situations were it is even harder to make a living, and 

many of them do not even have a job anymore, as the state farms are closing or are sold 

out. In the new market economy they have to manage without the help of the state. They 

were earlier totally controlled and subjects of development programs which meant they 

had to live a settled way of life, and they were exposed to forced assimilation. Now that 

many indigenous groups and other Russians have got used to the state support and 

people have forgotten how they earlier used to live without state support, they are 

suddenly left all alone. The legacy of forced “progress”, left many of the indigenous 
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people in a state of meaninglessness and hopelessness. Most of those poor people do 

not have a chance to join the new market economy. In the context of the new global 

world, many of those distant villages and its inhabitants are thrown aside, expelled and 

discarded.  

A feeling of being literally thrown out, and expelled from the whole could apply 

for many Russians and many villagers in small Siberian settlements. David Anderson 

describes (in his text “Evenkis in Central Siberia” in the book Endangered Peoples of 

the Arctic) the situation of many Evenki villages in central Siberia: Until 1992 illnesses 

were treated by means of free state health care services within the villages, but since the 

post-Soviet reforms, doctors have ceased visiting villages and health care has become 

more costly than most Evenkis can afford. When the state cancelled its programs of 

subsides to the newly built villages in 1991, the wealthy non-native newcomer 

population left the villages. This was a disaster for many villages, as the wealthy 

Russians were the driving force in guaranteeing some kind of influx of service, food and 

goods, like material for buildings or for generating electricity and heating to the 

villages. When they abandoned the villages many of their Evenki neighbours had to take 

care of themselves without access to any resources, like medical care, money for food, 

or fuel, ammunition and knowledge to be able to hunt for themselves and to live on the 

land (Anderson 200:12). 

The feeling of being expelled that generates feelings of meaningless, uselessness and 

hopelessness are probably the same in many distant villages. The mobility in the new 

global economy and the freedom from space do not obligate private investors to feel 

responsible, not even for their own employees. It also creates a situation where people 

with money only invest if it favours them, and not poor local people. Even if the 

indigenous people of Siberia never had the same status as the Russians, they were 

together with all different groups of Russians, people of interest in the context of 

progress and modernisation. This meant an effort from the side of the Soviet State during 

the communist era to modernize all villages and all parts of the country’s huge area. 

Today the official processes of progress has stopped and left many villagers in a poor 

situation. For the many natives living in the settlements the abandonment by the wealthy 

Russian immigrants, has made their situation intolerable. In most Evenki villages the 

unemployment rates were around 90 percent in 1998, and the individuals got 

unemployment benefits in the form of rations of flour, tea and salt. They have no access 
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to medical care, and could not pay for it if they had. Few people can pay fuel to the 

helicopters that used to transport people and goods; with the result that many people 

now are totally cut of from the rest of the world (ibid.).  

 

6. The intimacy of gender 

All cultures define, construct and enact gender in specific ways. Cultures do not 

have only one model of gender or one gender system, but rather many discourses of 

gender that vary both biographically and contextually. Those discourses are frequently 

in conflict with each other (Moore 1994:55f). They are also hierarchically ordered, so 

that some discourses over determine others, and various sub-dominant discourses 

develop in opposition to dominant ones. The discourses are not only externally 

hierarchically ordered but also stratified internally (Moore 1994:59).  

 

Hegemonic masculinity 

A number of writers argue that in western societies, and maybe globally (it is 

spreading),there exists a special hegemonic masculinity order that structures the 

relationships between alternative femininities and masculinities. This masculine 

hegemony is strongly connected to a western conservative ideal, like heterosexuality, 

marriage and the nuclear family. It is also associated with global capitalism and the 

domination of the west in economic and political life. This masculinity also constructs 

the self-representation of the men that rule the world. The work of this masculinity 

penetrates the political and economical relationships, widely implicates the construction 

of gender, and guarantees that the domination in itself is gendered (Moore 1994:62). 

Hegemonic masculinity is different from what one would call a male sex role. This 

means that ideals of masculinity need not correspond to the majority of men. There are 

for example different ways of being a man in different contexts. But the strength of the 

hegemony includes stereotype creations of masculinity. This means that hegemonic 

masculinity is official, but this official picture of being a man in power is not 

necessarily how men with power are. It is the hegemony that maintains their power, 

something that many men are willing to support (Connell 1987:184f). It seems that 

women’s subordinated positions serve most men, and that hegemonic masculinity is a 

cultural expression of that power (ibid.). 
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A hegemonic masculinity does not however mean a total cultural dominance in a 

society. Some groups of men can be subordinated even if not excluded (Connell 

1987:184; Ortner 1996:171). It is not impossible that women might feel more 

subordinated by non-hegemonic masculinities than by dominant ones that they perceive 

as more familiar and easier to handle, or it could in my view be that individual women 

find it impossible to escape the hegemonic masculinity (Connell 1987:184). 

Much of what could be said about how the hegemonic masculinity is created 

could also be said about femininity. New forms appear while others disappear. The 

ideological representation of femininity is there, but this does not need to be how 

women live their lives. The femininity that women support does not need to be what 

they themselves are. But there is an important difference between masculinity and 

femininity: all forms of femininity are created in the context of women’s subordinated 

relations to men (Connell 1987:186f). The emphasis on femininity as with the 

hegemonic masculinity is culturally constructed and official, even if its contents are 

more specific ally connected to the private sphere. This femininity is spread through 

media, Magazines, TV, and literature in an enormous scale and is marketed mostly by 

men. Those patterns of emphasised femininity in the media show how popular culture is 

used in personal relations. Central in maintaining this emphasised femininity are actions 

to stop other types of femininity from being culturally pronounced (Connell 1987:188). 

When feminist histography describes women’s experiences as hidden from 

history it is a result of the fact that the conventional way to tell history shows and 

presupposes only conventional femininity (ibid.). 

According to Henrietta Moore it is also clear that this form of hegemonic 

masculinity just described is also accompanied by a hegemonic form of racism that like 

hegemonic masculinity is recognisably western and connected to the rise of western 

economic and political power, and a part of a western discourse on otherness (Moore 

1994:62f). 

It is clear that one needs to implicate gender discourses into bigger processes of 

economic and political change beyond the control of local communities to be able to 

analyse the gender discourses there. The individual’s experiences of gender relations 

are bound up with power and political relations in many different ways (ibid.:63).   

 When the European imperialist states colonised the world they brought with 

them and implemented a hegemonic masculinity into foreign societies. 
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In my own interpretations of the Russian context one, can find that this type of 

hegemonic masculinity was forced on the indigenous population from the very beginning 

of Russian inner colonisation10. But the development of this hegemonic masculinity 

closely connected to Christianity and western conservative ideals like heterosexual 

relations and the institution of marriage, got interrupted by the Russian revolution, and 

was then well concealed behind another hegemonic force during the communist era and 

the Soviet propaganda. It was not until after the fall of the Soviet Union that people got 

out of the ideological and political isolation that the communist party and the Soviet 

leaders had introduced and guarded. And now when the market economy and 

“democracy” have been introduced in Russia, the "western" hegemonic masculinity has 

a new chance to spread and bloom there again. 

  

Investment in gender positions 

Discourses and discourse practice provide different subject positions, and 

individuals adopt a number of different positions within different discourses. 

Individuals construct their self-representation as a social object by adopting different 

positions within a range of discourses and social practice (Moore 1994:55).  The 

experience of being a man or a woman is giving meaning in discourses and the practice 

that the discourses inform. Discourses are structured through difference; this means that 

men and women take up different subject positions within the same discourse, and axes 

of difference, for example class, ethnicity, sexuality and religion intersect with the 

gender axis in ways that offer the individual a multiplicity of subject positions within or 

between discourses (Moore 1994:57). Individuals are according to this, multiple 

constructed subjects that can adopt numerical positions within a number of different 

discourses and social practices. Some of these positions are contradictory and in 

conflict with each other. What keeps them together are according to Henrietta Moore a 

subjective experience of identity and the physical fact that an individual is an embodied 

subject with a historical subjective continuity where earlier positions sway 

contemporary subject positions (Moore 1994:55f). 

Wendy Holloway has according to Moore developed the concept "investment" 

to describe why people adopt certain subject positions. She means that if during a time 

                                                 
10 Not all  indigenous groups had equal gender roles before colonisation.  
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there exist different discourses in competition, for example femininity and masculinity, it 

is the degree of investment in a particular position that motivates the individual to adopt 

one position rather than another. Investment means something in between an emotional 

relation and an interest (Moore 1994:64). The concept of investment corresponds 

strongly with Bob Connell’s description and use of Freud’s concept "cathexis" that in 

Connell´s interpretation means construction of an emotionally loaded social relation to 

an object, in this case, people in the real world (Connell 1987:112). 

According to Connell it is also important to see that emotional relationships can be 

hostile and not only loving, and not only that, they can be ambivalent. Most relations are 

also by Connell seen as complex (Connell 1987:112). Interests and relations exist in the 

relative possession of power, in term of satisfaction and reward that a specific subject 

position promises but not necessary gives (Moore 1994:64). The concept "investment" 

is useful because it links matters of power with matters of identity. If we assume that 

individuals adopt certain subject positions because they are supposed to give pleasure, 

satisfaction or an award at the individual level, we also have to assume that the 

personal satisfaction has power and meaning only in the context of specific discourses 

and actions. That an individual adopts certain positions within competing discourses is 

not only about the construction of a person’s identity and subjectivity but it is also 

conducted in relation to other individuals. Interactions between individuals also decide 

what position an individual adopts (Moore 1994:65). 

When it concerns institutional power dominance or hegemonic discourses, there 

are clear profits to gain if an individual constructs herself as a specific type of person 

and interacts with others in special ways. Such an investment has to do not only with 

direct emotional satisfaction, but also with real materialistic and financial gains in 

different social situations. Different forms of subjectivity and identity are in this way 

connected with questions of power and the material gains that come with the exercise of 

power. But it is also important to emphasise that it would be a mistake to view the 

process to adopt a specific position as a simple choice. The historic contextualisation of 

discourses shows that all positions are not valued the same; some give better social 

benefits, while others are more negatively sanctioned. The role that dominant or 

hegemonic discourses and identities have is the key11. While non dominant discourses 

                                                 
11 Hegemony means an intellectual and ideological dominance in a society. See Cuff, Sharrock and 
Francis 1998:187. 
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can offer subject positions and forms of subjectivity that can be individually satisfying 

and might challenge dominant forms, individuals that challenge the dominant discourse 

do it at expense of social powers, consent and material gains (Moore 1994:65). Other 

people’s behaviour can threaten the self-representation and social values that concern 

the individual (Moore 1994: 66f). Dominant discourses with different subject positions 

thus limit an individual’s ability to act. The experience and feeling of identity are 

closely connected with feelings of power. Challenges to actions of power or effects of it 

when it comes to status, strategies and interests are often seen as a threat to the 

individual identity, power position and possession of power that a person controls 

(Moore 1994:68). 

Thwarting can be viewed as the inability to maintain or to adopt in a good way a 

specific subject position. This results in a crisis for individual self-representation and 

social valuation. Such obstacles can also be a result of contradiction in the adoption of 

different multiple subject-positions or be the result of external social expectations. It 

can also be that other people refuse to adopt or maintain their subject-positions in 

relation to the personal identity an individual occupies, which leads to a questioning of 

that identity. These obstacles can characterise the inability to gain the expected 

satisfaction that the adoption of a certain position is supposed to give (Moore 

1994:66f). 

 

Official relations between men and women in the Soviet Union 

Lynne Attwood is a lecturer in Russian Studies at the University of Manchester and she 

discusses in her paper ”Young people, sex and sexual identity” (1999.) the official 

gender discourse in the Soviet Union. 

 Even if men and women theoretically were equal, notions that women were the 

weak sex prevailed even in the Soviet Union. As soon as the relatively loose sexual 

morality of the revolutionary era was brought under control, physical intimacy was 

supposed to be confined to marriage. Each generation of young men and women was 

expected to fit into the established pattern of gender and sexual relations without asking 

any questions (Attwood 1996:95). As the Soviet Union linked its power with its 

population size (among other things), periods of campaigns with the aim to persuade 

women to have more children were not unusual. One campaign was launched in the last 

years of the Brezhnev era in 1984 (ibid.:96). A new school course called “the ethics 
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and psychology of family life” was then introduced in all schools for pupils in the nineth 

and tenth grades. It was described as a programme of sexual upbringing and moral 

upbringing with regard to one’s sex. One of its aims was to help children become aware 

of their special male and female roles. The concept of this programme was that if men 

and women fitted into specific models of masculinity and femininity, they would also fit 

better into family life and the society at large. These persons would then be less likely 

to divorce and more likely to have more than one child (Attwood 1996:96). The basic 

assumption for those thoughts was that men and women by nature are different but 

complementary beings, both physically and psychologically. Masculine and feminine 

traits were considered innate, but nature also needed some help in bringing them 

together to “bear fruit”. It was also believed that if people did not develop appropriated 

gender identities they would experience acute mental turmoil and would likely engage in 

anti-social behaviour (Attwood 1996:97). Parents of children were during this time told 

to behave according to prescribed masculinities and femininities so that their child more 

naturally would learn the appropriated gender differences. Children should be taught 

that a man always hold out his wife’s coat for her, opens the door and lets her go first, 

that a man should praise the meal his woman has cooked or the dress she is wearing. 

Girls should be encouraged to be concerned about their female behaviour, charm and 

femininity. They should also learn the importance of maintaining a high standard of 

hygiene in the home. Young women were said to have a natural desire to be mothers, as 

all women were supposed to like to take care of others. As boys according to the same 

thoughts did not have any equivalent paternal instincts, it was considered the woman’s 

task to turn her spouse into a loving father for his children. The man’s principal family 

role was according to this discourse, to be a protector and a person that provided 

support to the family (Attwood 1996:98). The Soviet Union placed great emphasis on 

the duties and rights of its citizens, and it was argued that if boys and girls were not 

brought up differently they would prove incapable of fulfilling the roles which society 

required of them when they reach adulthood.  

Women’s principal duty except from bearing and rearing children was to be a 

guarantor of the society’s moral health. Women with a distinctive female morality, 

virtue, honour and purity were the ones that could encourage the men to be strong and 

protective. The smallest mistake or break of rules, deviation from femininity, would 

lead straight to a demise of morals. As women according to this discourse had more 
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responsibility for raising the children than men, the society in this view also had to be 

less lenient about women’s behaviour than about that of who men that also were said to 

have much stronger natural sexual needs than women. The official Soviet opinion 

respected only those girls who were modest and circumspect. Even boys who seduced 

girls did not respect them who entered lightly into bed. Marriage was seen as something 

good for people, and a person could only be truly happy within a family life. Sexual 

intercourse was something that should happen only within the marriage, especially for 

girls who were thought to put up with sex more than like it. It seems that men were 

thought to put up with marriage in order to have regular sexual intercourse (Attwood 

1996:100-103). 

  This Soviet gender discourse has a lot in common with the masculine hegemony 

described earlier. The discourse favours heterosexual marriage, and the nuclear family. 

Homosexuality between men was seen as something illegal in the Soviet Union, and to 

be a lesbian was interpreted as a sign of mental illness. The creation of strong 

masculinities and emphasised femininities exists in both discourses and these are in the 

west implemented through media, magazines and TV. In the Soviet Union the official 

gender discourse was probably more outspoken, physically directed and forced on 

people through education programs and propaganda. One can of course see the 

hegemonic masculinity that dominates in most societies of the world today as forced on 

people, but the difference between the “western” discourse and the official Soviet 

gender discourse is that most in the west people do not perceive the hegemonic 

masculinity as forced upon them and one does not learn about how one should behave as 

a man or a women according to the dominant masculine hegemonic discourse in for 

example, school. In the Soviet Union the guidelines were directed, and they had to be 

followed by everybody a similar way, perhaps to stay alive. The punishment of crossing 

the borders of the gender discourse was perhaps more clear and directed in the former 

Soviet, than if for example someone would break the rules of how to be a man or a 

woman according to the masculine hegemony that directs the gender roles in most 

western societies of today in the west. Individuals get punished and become frozen out 

socially, but they are not necessarily locked into jail or a mental hospital because of 

immorality or antisocial behaviour. In both discourses there are to be found strong 

moral values connected to female behaviour as a keeper and guardian of virtue.  
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In the dominant western gender discourse the moral values are grounded in Christian 

thoughts of morality, and it is also the same kind of values that are used in the Soviet 

gender discourse. Christian values with strong conservative ideals were strong in 

Russia before the revolution 1917. During the colonisation of the Russian Empire these 

values were brought by missionaries and forced on the indigenous people, all over the 

country. In the section entitled “Changed gender roles among the Evenkis and the 

Koriaks” I will discuss how the Soviet gender discourse together with other gender 

discourses affect and stigmatise young, single Evenki and Koriak mothers.  

 

Nomadic gender roles, mythology and fertility 

Anthropologist Caroline Humphrey has written an article about the organisation 

of space inside a Mongolian tent (Moore 1994:73). She presents ideas about how the 

organisation of space within the tent reflects the hierarchical nature of relations between 

Mongolian women and men. In Humphrey’s interpretation (according to Henrietta 

Moore), women are seen as polluting, and any object associated with her is also 

polluting. The position of these objects must be controlled in order to make sure that 

they not come in contact with the ritually pure, male part of the tent. She also means that 

this leads to a situation where men must control women. Women as a symbolic category 

are in Moore’s interpretation of Humphrey associated with the left, the impure and the 

lower in opposition to men, associated with the right, the pure and the higher (Moore 

1994:73). But one could also interpret this differently. According to Bourdieu (also 

interpreted by Moore) there is a value in working out the inner logic and structural 

relations between cultural symbols, while emphasising the contextual nature of symbolic 

meaning, as long as one recognises that the decoding of symbolic structures does not 

constitute an interpretation of those structures (ibid.:73). Even if a tent or a house is 

organised according to sets of oppositions like left / right, impure / pure, or high / low, 

one has to understand that the meaning is not inhered in symbols, but they must be 

invested in and interpreted from symbols by acting social beings (Moore 1994:76). 

Those interpretations are the products of associations, convergences and condensations 

established through praxis. This means that actors interpret cultural ideologies and 

symbol systems differently, and individual men and women interpret symbolic values 

differently. The oppositions between high / low, male / female need not mean that men 
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are superior to women, or that women need to be seen as impure because some of her 

actions or the objects that surround her might be seen as impure.  

Individual women and men invest different values into the actions they take and the 

things they use through praxis. Even if a tent or an area is organised around the 

oppositions impure / sacred,  high / low, left / right this could be seen as something else 

than something that controls women’s possibility to act. Seen holistically, one could 

interpret it totally differently than that woman are inferior to men. According to Shelly 

Errington, should cultures structure the universe and cosmical energy according to 

gender, it does not mean that women and men have to divide their activities in 

accordance to the gender divided cosmologies (Errington 1990:16).  

 

The Nenets are one group of people that the Soviet authorities have failed to 

assimilate; many of them are still living as nomads on the tundra and have in some ways 

kept their traditions, and cosmologies. This does not mean however that all of them live 

according to the traditions I describe here. Nor does it mean that all small groups of 

people in the Russian North have totally similar symbols and social organisation as the 

Nenets. Yet there are some similarities between them and other nomadic and 

circumpolar peoples. The Nenets serve in this essay as one example of how traditional 

ideologies and cosmologies can be interpreted and incorporated by individuals into 

their social organisation and material world. It also tells us something about the gender 

roles among the Nenets. 

It is the woman that leads the caravan when a Nenet nomad camp begins its 

migration, while the man drives the reindeer herd and chooses the route. While the man 

determines the new place to set camp, the woman sets the first object, a sheet iron for 

the "hearth" on the tent foundation. The male sphere of action is the open tundra; the 

space at home is the female sphere. Despite the separation of the tent into male and 

female space (Si and Nio), the whole space in the tent is seen as belonging to the 

woman. When the man returns from the tundra he changes into domestic clothes and 

spends most of his time sitting or lying down. The tent is the symbolic point of 

intersection between forces of the universe and humans. The hearth, which is a fire in 

the summer and a small iron stove in the winter, is at the centre of the tent. The symsy 

pole that holds the cooking assembly over the fire is treated as a sacred object 

(Golovnev and Osherenko 1999:32).  Smoke from the fire rises along the symsy pole 
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and passes the upper window on its way from the human world to the heaven in the high 

world.  

The Woman conducts all rituals connected with the domestic fire and the symsy 

pole. The role as “keeper” of the sacred fire and smoke belongs to her. Women also 

conduct purification rituals, when the new grass appears, the reindeer shed their winter 

coats, after birth and death, before long trips and visits to villages and after touching 

“impure” things. If a woman has been at fault she has to make smoke over herself, or 

over anyone who needs purification. To cross the space between the hearth (where the 

fire is) and the symsy pole is one of the most common faults committed by women and 

results in that she has to make smoke pass over herself so that no evil powers are set in 

motion. It could be said that it is not the woman herself that breaks the sacred link 

between the hearth and the symsy pole. It is her steps that might bring evil upon her 

family and their possessions. When this kind of evil is brought upon an object, an animal 

or a person, it is said that the power or life leaves them. According to Nenets traditions 

the woman must not cross the path of a moving caravan and not step over any male 

possessions, like clothes, weapons and so on (Golovnev and Osherenko 1999:33). A 

woman who wants to harm a man should walk over his things. When a man has died and 

is brought out of the tent, the woman steps over the corps to make it impure, so that life 

may never arise in it again. All this shows that the Nenet women are considered to have 

strong powers; she is endowed with the gift to give birth as well as death in equal 

measure. This power, among the Nenets thought of as a profane power, is called Pasy, 

and the meaning of the pa (po) in the word, is related to the notion of transition 

symbolising a break in the circle of life. Birth, death and a woman’s step belong to the 

category of “break” (Golovnev and Osherenko 1999:34). 

The Nenets see women’s legs as something shameful, and many things that have 

been in contact with them are considered “impure”, like woman’s boots or the sled used 

for carrying them. The impure sled (Siabu) that carries the boots is also used for the 

sheet iron under the hearth that is considered to have a “low” power which is no less 

significant then the “high” power in the sacred male sled. The “sacred” sled (Haehae 

han) and the “impure” sled (Siabu) are the poles of the camp and must never stand next 

to each other, they stand at opposite sides of the tent and the man should never touch 

Siabu, nor the woman touch Haehae han (ibid.:35). If the wrong person would touch the 

sleds that are equal in status it could break the circle of life. The mans place in the tent, 
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Si, is far from the entrance in the tent, and the woman’s place, Nio, is close to the 

entrance. Both Si and Nio have the same literal meaning, a hole or a passageway. The 

primordial hearth was probably the symbol of some living force that filled all space 

from the low, female bottom to the high male top, from the very limits of the sky and the 

waters. This force has all the properties of the fire, its warmth and brightness, has a 

capacity for kindness or ill will, and is located in the centre of the home. Fire is 

included in all rituals and serves therefore as the language of the universe (Golovnev 

and Osherenko 1999:36). The keeper of the fire in the material Nenet world of today is 

the woman. 

A blood-like kind of “fire”, warm and red, does also have strong symbolic value 

and played a significant role in ritual sacrifices. It had to do with the giving of birth and 

the taking life that is accompanied with bloodshed. An enemy dies as soon as blood 

spurts from his unhealed wounds. A woman is able to give birth as long as she 

menstruates. The blood that gives birth and death alike is also the spirit that opens and 

closes a person’s life and serves as “power” for the gods (Golovnev and Osherenko 

1999:38). As blood is a powerful thing the Nenets pour blood on the runners of the 

sleds as a kind of ransom to the forces of the underworld. They strangle sacrificial 

reindeer with a lasso because the sacrifice must not have any bloody wounds as only 

unspilled blood in this context is alive and pleasing to the gods. People themselves also 

drink warm blood so as not to die of cold (Golovnev and Osherenko 1999:37). As a 

source of blood, women can break the circle of life, but they can also give it life. They 

have the power to weaken the sacred force of the symsy pole, but also to make it 

stronger. A Woman can either confront or indulge the evil powers by standing at the 

threshold of the dwelling. For this reason her place in the tent is close to the doorway 

(ibid.). The opposite part of the tent (Si) is where the man sleeps and sits and it is 

considered the sacred space where the Nenets keep the box that is the home of the 

patron spirit. It is also here where the symsy pole is placed. Si is not only the space 

behind the hearth meant for sitting or reclining, it is the entire space set apart by the 

length of the symsy pole. At the peak of the tent is the smoke hole, where mythological 

figures fly out to battle with their enemies. Si is considered “spiritual” when smoke for 

heaven rises out of it, but it is also seen as a “masculine” passageway that connects the 

tent to the space of the open tundra (Golovnev and Osherenko 1999:37). 
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When a woman is in labour the Nenets set up a separate tent for her. A Woman 

should not give birth where another woman has already done so. After the birth, as after 

a death, the tent is moved because the former site is seen as “impure”, for a long time to 

come. The place where a woman gives birth could also be considered to be something 

other than impure, it could be termed “sacred”. Places where there has been much 

shamanizing (travelling between worlds) have the same forbidden status (Golovnev and 

Osherenko 1999:38). This means that childbirth and labour could be seen as a type of 

shamanizing, where woman as a source of blood, a life giver and a life taker and a 

caretaker of the holy fire, during pregnancy summons the spirits and bears them within 

herself as an instrument of sorcery in her womb. There are analogies between childbirth 

and the sorcery of “night shamans”. In the course of shamanizing, “wild nature” comes 

into the human world through an empty kettle as if through a woman’s belly. When a 

woman gives birth to a child, the passageway between worlds opens so that the child’s 

life spirit should be able to enter its body and the human world. As this happens strong 

forces are in motion, and a parallel could easily be drawn to the travel of night shamans 

to the other worlds. The reason why those places, where a woman has given birth are 

seen as forbidden as are those places where there has been a lot of shamanizing could 

be, that these are places where a doorway between worlds has been opened. Maybe one 

cannot be totally sure that the passageway is properly closed and will not open again if 

someone makes a mistake in that area, until some time has passed. 

In folktale and ritual it is often said that a woman is a “door” to another country” 

(Golovnev and Osherenko 1999:38). 

According to mythology the higher and lower gods pour out their force into the 

world, but the goddesses gather this power into themselves to give birth once again. 

Female spirituality is expressed as the ability to bear life, and male spirituality as the 

ability to give it motion. The masculine pantheon is concentrated in the “field”, and the 

feminine in the “home” They are opposed and linked in equal measure, and if the real 

link between male and female is closed, the more pronounced is the opposition, and 

only in the interaction between forces that break apart and put together in alternation, 

can the rhythm and the circle of life emerge and remerge (ibid.:39). 
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Sexuality and morality among the Dolgans in the Taimyrsky nationalnyi Okrug  

The ethnographic facts in this text were collected by anthropologist A. Popov, 

when he was sent to conduct an ethnographical study of the Dolgans by the Museum of 

Anthropology, Archaeology and Ethnography in 1930. 

 

The fact that young people have sexual intercourse in no way obliges them to get 

married, and some kind of gift system plays a significant role when young men and 

women negotiate about their sexuality. The young Dolgan men and women got to know 

each other at the traditional dances. A young man interested in a girl would send another 

girl to ask if the girl he liked would give him her ring. If she then returned his feelings, 

she fulfilled the request and said to him to pay her back for the ring in some place at 

some time that she had chosen. At the appointed time the boy was supposed to give the 

girl something greater than the ring she gave him. If she took the gift from the boy, it 

meant that she gave him permission to visit her at night. A lover usually went to his girl 

when everyone else had gone to sleep, and the girl sometimes decided to send her lover 

away in case the others would wake up. This was usually only pretence, since the 

parents often closed their eyes to it all. It could however happen that the parents told the 

lover if he was still there in the morning that he should have fulfilled his needs secretly. 

Some parents had their daughters sleep close to them to keep lovers away. If the girl 

refused to allow the boy to spend the night with her in spite of the mutual exchange, he 

would later ask for the gift back (Popov 1984:200-203). The gifts the boy gave the girl 

made her obligated to return the gift. This has to do with that among the Dolgans gifts 

create very special bonds between people. Mauss writes about gift giving in Polynesia, 

and he means that the gift could be seen as something that is a living part of the person 

who gives it. The one who receives the gifts (a part of a spiritual being, a person) 

should then return the gifts with something similar (Mauss 1997:26f).  

In the Dolgan case the girl gives the boy the honour to sleep with her as a gift in return. 

This that young people sleep together without needing to be married does not mean that 

they could continue to have lovers after they got married, or that they do not get married 

at all. It was for a long time considered to be a great sin for a man or a woman not to get 

married, and it could mean that they after their death they would stay on earth near their 

grave and frighten people. It was also seen as a sin when people had lovers after they 
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married. Girls with children out of wedlock did not have problems to marry, and it was 

said that single unmarried mothers do not become heretic spirits (Popov 1984:201ff). 

This shows that the Dolgans had another dominant sexual, marriage and moral 

discourse, than for example the Christian morality (forbidding sexual intercourse before 

marriage and children out of wedlock) that the Russians colonisers and the missionaries 

introduced to the native people. That morality discourse, probably before the revolution, 

disturbed and affected the local moral discourse, and ways to look at women and 

sexuality. In the Christian moral discourse a woman that got pregnant without being 

married was seen as an immoral individual, who might be saved as a respectable 

person by getting married to a man. As we also know this is actually the case in many 

societies of today. 

But for the Dolgans it was different; it was even said that girls in former times 

agreed to give themselves to passing guests when the host (maybe their father) wanted to 

honour him (Popov 1984:203). In the context of giving this means that this special gift 

(the daughter) from the father to the guest would create a very special bond between the 

father and the guest. The giver of the gift could in this context expect to be greatly 

rewarded, with an even greater gift. And the fact that the Dolgan people did not 

condemn intercourse before marriage made it all easier. If the girl did not want to obey 

her father and give herself to the guest, she would have a hard time to say no. Since the 

social discourses proscribed her to obey her father. If  she said no and refused, she 

would risk her position as a god daughter and as a good Dolgan woman, and she would 

also thwart her father’s possibility to invest in the position of reciprocity he would like 

to have in relation to the guest. This might wake her father’s anger,  and the punishment 

she would experience might be worse than giving herself to the guest.  

This custom of girls giving themselves to passing guests had according to Popov 

“died out long time ago” when he was there in 1930, but even if that was not the case, he 

could hardly write that it still existed. According to the communist class ideology this 

custom would surely had been viewed as some kind of backward slavery not accepted 

in the socialist Soviet Union. The Dolgan people would then be punished for their non-

socialist behaviour, and Popov would probably not get his text published at all.  
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7. Changed gender roles among the Evenkis and the Koriaks 

Discourses12 can and do change through processes of interpretation and 

reinterpretation. Changed meaning can be a result of a rearrangement of practical 

activities (Moore 1994:85).  

This means that changed economic and political policies and relations can change 

human rituals, symbol systems, values and norms. According to Alan Barnard, in his 

book “History and Theory in Anthropology” (2000), Marxist feminist Eleanor Leacock 

mean that one must not ignore history and the fact that colonisation and world capitalism 

have distorted the relations between men and women. She means that the public/private 

distinction was absent among foragers in pre-contact times, and that women’s 

subordination came about with the growth of private property (the western interpretation 

of private property) (Barnard 2000:147f). 

Colonial powers often used the apparently native oppression against women as a 

way to legitimate the penetration of a society. They also brought forward the idea that 

civilisation would change women’s lives to something better (Johnson-Odim, Stroebel 

1999:xxxiv). The emancipation of women was a prominent aspect of the Russian radical 

tradition and a very important motive of the cultural and social revolution of the 1920s 

and the early 1930s. The communists arrived at the conclusion that the combination of 

their oppression with their special role as keepers and protectors of children made 

women the ideal candidates for early conversions. Women where used as the 

mainspring through which the old way of life could be changed, and the key to a 

healthier domestic and social life for the natives (Slezkine 1994:231). For cultural 

revolutionaries the main issue of oppression against women was the native Siberian 

institutions of bride wealth and polygamy which they saw as a type of slavery (Slezkine 

1994:234). Most colonial powers including the Soviet communist party believed 

strongly that what they did to the indigenous peoples was a way of enlightening them and 

saving them from a backward life in darkness and ignorance. 

By looking at studies of women in the third (and fourth) world, we could also 

put the dichotomy between traditional and modern into question (Johnson-Odim, 

Stroebel 1999:xxxiv). 

                                                 
12The complex concept Discourse is according to Alan Barnard involving the way people talk and write 
about something, the body of knowledge implied, or the use of that knowledge, such as structures of 
power  (I use the term in this way). But the term can also have the meaning of units of speech longer 
than a sentence (Barnard 2000:198f). 
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Women’s lives in traditional cultures on the contrary appear to be more dynamic than 

static and do not necessarily show more contempt of women than seen in western 

cultures. Nor is it  possible to see any automatic linear improvement in women’s lives 

following the European development. (One can perceive improvements in different 

contexts). When looking at regional studies one can see that traditional ways of doing 

things, especially in the political and financial arenas, often could be more favourable to 

women’s collective interests than the "modern" ways that the colonial powers 

advocated and exported (Johnson-Dim, Storable 1999:xxxiv).  

Before the collectivisation of the “Peoples of the North”13 started in the late 

1920s, the Evenki peoples of the Southeast, in the Trans Baikal area had gender roles 

that defined certain activities as normal for men and certain as normal for women. 

Women were expected to tend camp and young children, keep the fire, prepare the 

meals, sew, milk and tend the reindeer. Men were hunting, laying traps, making tools 

and weapons and participating in seasonally intensive activities, such as castration of 

reindeer bucks, sawing of antlers and overseeing the reindeer cows during calving. 

These gendered categories of work were permeable however; girls for example did not 

infrequently pursue hunting with a passion, and girls and boys alike might follow a 

spiritual calling to gain the skills of a shaman (Fondahl 1998:29f). 

However, during the Soviet era when the native groups were forced to establish 

kolkhozes and later work for the sovkhozes, the people that did not manage to escape 

away into the distant tundra where forced to give up their nomadic lifestyle and move to 

settlements close to the collective farm. This drastically changed the lives of the Evenki. 

The relocation of families in settlements usually meant that they now were living far 

away from their hunting grounds. To fulfil the quotas of fur for the collective, the men 

had to return to their hunting grounds during the hunting season. This meant few visits 

with family members during the hunting season but also that fewer women could take 

part in the hunt than when they lived with the whole family closer to their hunting 

territories (Fondahl 1998:69). The relocation of indigenous families into settlements 

served in this example to decrease the range of women’s activities, cultural and 

economic options and flexibility, and to channel younger women away from 

involvement in traditional activities. As a result Evenki women increasingly had to 

                                                 
13 Small indigenous groups of people that inhabit the Siberian North and the Far East. 
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accept positions as milkmaids, janitors, and other positions of low wages and prestige 

in the settlements (ibid.).    

 

Problems to find someone suitable to marry  

Male reindeer herders among the Evenkis look at young women that grew up in 

the city and therefore have no basic skills of living in the tundra as unfit to marry. It is 

not only that they do not have the right skills, but they might also have picked up a taste 

for the refinements of life in a big city (Anderson 2000:21). Many of those local men 

living on the tundra express the thought that they have a difficult time to find a woman 

that could stand the hard life in the tundra. For some of those men, their frustration has 

led them to give up their occupation and choose another one like for example a 

fisherman or a hunter, to be able to stay close to the settlement and get the possibility to 

marry a woman who lives there. Those men say that the women do not want to live on 

the tundra, and one of the reasons is that they do not want to be without their relatives 

(Anderson 2000:191-195). 

Many of the young educated women also express their hopelessness over that there is no 

one for them to marry. This has several aspects. First they have to find someone that they 

like and find desirable, this implies that the man should not be alcoholic or violent and 

he should be “cultivated” in some ways. The other thing is that the potential partner 

should not be considered to be a relative. This is not so easy to accomplish, as both 

bilateral and affinal relatives count while at the same time there is a general rule of 

national endogamy. This has had the result that most young people think that almost all 

people in a settlement are somehow related (Anderson 2000:196). Something that makes 

non-Evenki men the most obvious marriage partner for young educated girls, even if, at 

the same time, there is a general rule that Evenki should only marry Evenki (Anderson 

2000:186). 

The dilemma of Roza, a 16 years old girl that just has returned to the settlement 

after finishing her studies as a teacher, is about whom she should marry. A question 

often discussed among young married women in the settlement. Rosa was generally 

taken as an Evenki girl, even if her father’s name is unknown. There were some 

potential Evenki husbands around her if it would not have been that they were 

descendants to Rozas grandmother or grandfather’s partners, or her aunt. The other thing 

about these men was that they were not considered cultivated enough, as Roza herself 
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was a cultivated person that needed someone that she could talk to. This together with 

her background as a person that lived in the city made many young men inappropriate for 

her. Roza is one of those young girls that the herders look at as unfit to marry. In the end 

however did Roza marry a Russian cultivated man whom she meet during her studies 

(Anderson 2000:197). 

There is a strong discourse among many Evenkis that the real Evenkis are 

disappearing one by one to become fewer and fewer. This has caused a wide net of 

bilateral and affinal linkages to be built which are carefully tended by the older Evenki 

generation. This started during the Soviet period and enabled families to choose which 

kin ties they wished to emphasise in order to get some own control in an unpredictable 

structure. There is also evidence that market reforms intensify the need to use directed 

kin relationships to build reliable alliances between people. But the reliance on affinal 

kin to compensate for lost consanguinial links has strongly complicated the situation for 

young people to find someone to marry within the settlements (Anderson 2000:194f). 

This, together with the boarding school has splintered people into different camps, the 

local people with traditional occupations and cultural knowledge versus the local 

people that have spent almost all their lives in the city. The latter have education that 

makes them “cultivated” and not suitable for a life in the tundra, or maybe not even for a 

life in the settlements, as the unemployment rate is extremely high among the indigenous 

population. 

 

Between gender discourses 

Another phenomenon of today is the generation clash where older women express 

feelings of lost control over their daughters and grand daughters. In older times they say, 

parents had something to say about whom their children married. But today they just 

hear through someone else that their child or grandchild has moved in with some man or 

boy (Anderson 2000:197). When the girls later get children it is not unusual that they 

leave their children to their mothers for care. Those young girls do however take great 

pride in giving birth to their children, nor do they see it as a problem that the children 

have different fathers with different ethnic groups. The mixed origins of their children 

represented for them their success in managing short-term relationships. And some 

women claim that they would rather have children out of an affair than a long-term 

spouse. This has to do with the fact that men in general have a very bad reputation for 
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being drunk, violent, uncultured, and a drain on the emotional and financial resources of 

the family. As a result there is a tendency for Evenki women to head their own 

households in the settlements. But even if the women complains about how bad men are 

and that they do better without them, those women do not stop seeing men, they still 

involve themselves with men, and they continue to have their children. For a while it 

was kind of good to be a single mother in Russia, because of a new state policy that 

gave single mothers some financial benefits in the society, as for example paid 

accommodations. This made the single mothers one of the most financially advantages 

groups in the settlements. During this policy it was better financially for many women to 

stay single than to marry, even if they would have liked to marry (Anderson 2000:197). 

But even if the young women do not see anything wrong in having children from 

different non-Evenki fathers, and even if most people look at these children as sweet 

and good looking, and the women have great pride in being able to feed their child 

without the help of a man, there is also a stigma attached having had relations with a 

man of different ethnicity, and having produced children of mixed ethnicity. Some of the 

reindeer herders even spoke of those women as “going wild” and some talked about the 

women as bitches or prostitutes. According to David Anderson many newcomers also 

have those thoughts. They view all the children of Evenki single mothers as a sure sign 

that Evenki culture is declining (Anderson 2000:197ff).  

Those young women are in ambivalent situations. They engage themselves in 

relations with Russian men, because they are considered to be more cultivated, a little 

bit better. The children they get from those men might then maybe be seen as a little bit 

more beautiful than usual Evenki children. At the same time many Russian men look 

down at those women and see them as irresponsible and the ones that are causing the 

death of the Evenkis. The Evenki men also look down on those women, since the men 

are actively excluded from those women’s lists of preferable partners. Maybe that’s 

why many of those men express that they do not want women that do not want to live in 

the tundra. But some of the men do eventually choose to leave their jobs and move to the 

settlement to be able to marry one of the women there anyway.   

I can see at least three dominant gender discourses here: the traditional Evenki 

discourse that says that women and men both have different practical knowledge that is 

needed for a couple to be able to live a family life together in the tundra and that also 

has its own rules for how to behave sexually and morally; the Soviet gender discourse 
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that officially did see men and women as equals, but that also at the same time 

emphasises sexual behaviour only within the marriage, that it is the woman’s duty to 

keep the home clean, that girls that have sexual intercourse with many men are not 

worthy of respect, and that women with immoral behaviour make themselves and the 

society less moral. Women are also in this gender discourse supposed to be and are 

encouraged to be soft, weak and feminine, so that men feel that they are needed as their 

protectors; then we have the hegemonic masculinity, connected to old Christian values 

of dignity and moral and strongly connected to the nuclear family. During the early 

colonisation of Siberia the immigrants and missionaries saw most indigenous people as 

promiscuous people without any rules about who to marry or who to have sexual 

intercourse with. But those colonisers also used native women as sexual slaves which 

they bought from the women’s families or other men. This latest biased view about 

indigenous sexual behaviour as promiscuous could in some ways be a interpretation of 

the behaviour of the young girls that are trying to find their own positions in life. This 

interpretation unites many Russians with many Evenkis, especially men. Some men 

might believe that they now finally see how uncultivated Evenki women behave, 

something that makes it easier for them to condemn or to use those women for their 

sexual lusts. The Evenki men, are also schooled in the Soviet gender discourse, and they 

are probably afraid that their women’s behaviour as uncontrolled and wild in some 

ways could make the Russians look at both Evenki men and women as more uncultured 

and different from the Russians than they already are in the Soviet/Russian ethnicity 

discourse. The result is that the women that are trying to make their own choices and 

create their own meanings in these turbulent times with new social, financial and 

political changes, end up stuck between dominant discourses, stigmatised and punished 

from all directions. In the Soviet gender discourse (that still exists in the consciousness 

of many persons) their sexual behaviour resulting in children from different men could 

probably be seen as a sign of mental illness. At the same time having many children is 

seen as something good in the same discourse. The women’s behaviour is in that 

discourse not combinable with taking care of children. Those women’s investments in 

positions as mistresses to non-Evenki men thwarts the Evenki men’s possibility to take 

the positions they would like to have, and in that way these men feel that these women 

are putting the survival of their whole people into question. The women’s investments 

as mistresses to Russians, give the women some advantages, like being close to 
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someone, to feel attractive, or to get some financial help to raise their children. But their 

positions favour the men that get someone who takes care of them for sexual services 

without assuming any responsibilities at all. At the same time the dominant discourses, 

the Soviet, the "western" and the Evenki position these women as cheap and 

irresponsible. 

The same phenomena of frustrated women that try to find their place and are 

stigmatised because they cross the gender discourses in their society, are also to be 

found far away from this Evenki settlement in Central Siberia. This next story comes 

from the Koriak village Ossora in Northern Kamtchatka. 

Lidiia is a middle age widow with three children, two teenage daughters and a 

six-year-old boy. The family lives in a one-room apartment (Rethmann 2000:103). 

Lidiias husband is said to have drunk himself to death. After his death Lidiia got a lot of 

help from her family, but she also felt that they started to have opinions that she was 

becoming irresponsible with the children (Rethmann 2000:107). In the Koriak gender 

discourse a woman is seen as bad and vulgar if she fails to keep her house clean, 

neglects her children and has relations with Russian men (Rethmann 2000:102). Lidiia 

was happy to have a job, as so many others, especially women, lost their jobs, because 

of the mass layoffs in the industrial sector during the privatisation process of state 

enterprises (ibid.:108). But Lidiia´s job, that among other things involved heavy lifts 

and the arrangement of glasses and cans started after a while to make her frustrated. To 

make her boring life a little bit more fun she started to stay at her job after work to drink 

together with her colleagues (ibid.:109). 

In 1994 she met a married Russian man, Dimitrii who became her lover. Dimitrii had 

been thrown out of his mother’s house, and then moved strait into Lidiia´s house. Her 

children then complained that they were not allowed into the apartment main room. This 

made Lidiia’s family extremely angry, and her sister told her that if she continued to act 

like a promiscuous woman she would soon be on her own. Her brother turned his back 

on her and her mother remained silent. Lidiia expressed that she took Dimitrii as her 

lover, because she was fed up with the depressing condition of her life, and she needed 

some change (Rethmann 2000:111). But then Dimitrii moved in and stayed for weeks; he 

expected her to cook for him and to supply him with vodka and cigarettes. These were 

probably his conditions for staying with Lidiia and “lightening up“ her life a little. 

Lidiia’s way of staying “independent” was to refuse to do his laundry, to invite his 
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friends or to keep the house clean for him in a special way. Unfortunately this had the 

consequence that others like Lidiia’s sister and brother saw the house as dirty. Many 

other Koriak women in much worse economic situations than Lidiia, without any 

support at all from friends or kin doubted Lidiia’s concern for her children. They said 

that she should take better care of her children, and they asked what Lidiia’s lover did 

offer her? But Lidiia replied that she was the one to make her own decisions about her 

life and that her children were not in a worse situation than many others. And even if 

Dimitrii was commanding and arrogant, she did not give in to all his demands (ibid.). 

Lidiia’s brother shared his thoughts that his sister was hopeless and had gone to far, 

with a friend of the family, a Russian writer (ibid.:103). They have both learned the 

Soviet gender discourse, and they both thought that Lidiia did not behave like a good 

woman who takes care of her family, keeps the house clean and behaves morally. They 

both saw Lidiia’s behaviour as irresponsible, in the context of their view of what it 

means to be a real woman.  As in the case with the young Evenki women that was 

looked at as promiscuous, there still exists among some Russians a biased discourse that 

Koriaks have a different kind of sexuality; their women are more sexually willing and 

passionate than their own women. This view is also in some ways connected to the idea 

that marginalized women in general (as a survival strategy) may more or less willingly 

become sexual slaves to privileged groups and individuals in the society (Rethmann 

2000:113). 

 Here follows another example that shows how dominate discourses affect and 

stigmatise the individual woman’s choices in life if she crosses the borders of the 

discourses.  

Zoia, a divorced single mother is often in conflict with her family because of her 

lifestyle that clashes with the discourses of being  “Koriak” and being woman according 

to the Koriak and Soviet models of gender and work. Zoia has what she calls a modern 

lifestyle; she likes modern clothes, high-heel boots, and colour in her hair and makeup. 

She is a fan of the Russian rock star Alla Pugacheva whom she looks up to and takes 

most of her style from. The western goods that have arrived to the village (that most 

Koriaks can not afford to buy) after the fall of the Soviet Union, imply for Zoia a 

promise of social betterment. Zoia also likes the film “Pretty Woman”, which she says 

she resonates with (Rethmann 2000:116-125). After her divorce, Zoia had an affair with 

a married Ukrainian man, Andrei. It did not matter for Zoia that he was married, he 
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offered her good times that she had longed for many years during her monotonous 

wedlock. He also offered her some material things that she longed for. The couple 

would meet in Zoia’s place and Andrei presented her with gifts now and then. Zoia was 

satisfied. One year into their relationship Andrei moved with his family back to 

Ukraine. Zoia was sad, but as she said, sadness would not help her to make a living. A 

few months later she was mistress to another married man, Sasha. He was more bossy 

and dominating than Andrei. He was known in the village for being calculating and 

deceptive and he was one of those people that could profit from the post Soviet 

economic chaos. He managed to get hold of rare goods and to negotiate advantageous 

deals. Zoia said that he gave many of those things to her. He offered her expensive 

cloths, sums of money, and occasionally trips away from Ossora to urban centres. He 

gave her so much that she could live well and feel free of financial concerns. Now one 

might think that everything was just fine, but the fact that he gave more, also meant that 

he demanded more, and sometimes she had problems to stand his authority and 

dominating manner (Rethmann 2000:127). One evening he showed up unexpectedly with 

some friends, but Zoia had only prepared food for him. He made a scene and called her 

useless, told her that she was not dressed up enough and that she should have fixed her 

hair and put on some lipstick and her high heels. He also told her that what were his 

friends supposed to think, and what was he paying for. Zoia had a hard time to keep her 

anger under control; she felt humiliated and let down. She later said that even if men 

liked when she served them it did not matter, because she still got what she wanted in 

the end. But the humiliation as she felt was hard for her to take, and she did not get much 

support from her family or her peers who saw her relationship and way to make a living 

as a shameful action.  

Her behaviour degraded her far down in all different gender discourses, the 

Koriak and the Soviet and the masculine hegemonic discourse, that Zoia herself so much 

is a product of, with her choice of emphasising her femininity according to the picture 

created and channelled through films, magazines and soap operas on television of how 

females should look and behave to be successful with men and in life, according to the 

dominant masculine discourse.  This discourse clashes in some ways with the other 

discourses of what it means be a woman. Zoia’s choice: not to try to stand on her own 

and support herself through a normal job, and that she in other women’s eyes accepts to 

be in an unequal relationship with a bad man, make her behaviour clash with both the 
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former Soviet and the Koriak gender discourses of what if means to be a man or a 

woman. The fact that she could never think of dressing like a Koriak or did not want to 

behave like them, made her not good in many Koriak eyes. The fact that she calls the 

newcomers her friends is also something that some Koriaks dislike.  As she refuses to 

invest in herself as a good Koriak woman, she questions all Koriaks (Rethmann 

2000:128). This all shows that Zoia’s investment in the position as mistress to a wealthy 

Russian man in some ways gives her what she wants. She gets things and clothes that for 

her represent a modern way of life, and she does not need to have a badly paid job to be 

able to stay alive. The only thing she needs is to please a man. However this put her in a 

very subordinated and vulnerable position with a man who does not respect her, and 

who behaves as if she were his property. This must affect Zoia´s self esteem and 

psychological state. Her investment also put her further down the hierarchy of 

respectable women in both the old Soviet and the Koriak gender discourses. This is the 

price she has to pay to be able to live in a material dream. Her thoughts of being free, 

according to what she reads in magazines and sees in the soap operas on television, puts 

her into relationships that become her prison.  

 

Cultural knowledge as a strategy to catch a man 

It is well known that many young women think it is hard to find a dependable. 

Larissa is a young single mother with two children. She left her husband, because he 

drank too much. Now she has been in love with Volodia, a young herder, for a long 

time, but he barely pays her any attention. Larissa says that he is just so preoccupied 

with his work, but that she will offer him something that could capture his attention. The 

best way according to her is to engage him with something he likes and could use as a 

herder, like clothes in fur (Rethmann 2000:141). Larissa is an orphaned child that grew 

up with her maternal uncle and his wife. Her uncle worked as a reindeer herder in the 

tundra, her aunt lived with him, and Larissa shared a small tent with them both. Although 

her aunt was blind she was able to teach the child how to tan and sew. When Larissa 

moved to her boarding school in the village, the uncle and aunt moved with her into the 

village. She could therefore continue her sewing lessons, cultural practices, which have 

become priceless today, not only when it comes to making a living, but also when it 

comes to finding a good man (Rethmann 2000:142). Volodia was known as a 

responsible charming young man, and he neither drank nor smoked or had uncommitted 
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sexual relationships with women. This made him a dream man for many young women, 

and he was Larissa’s first choice. According to her, he would be a reliable faithful 

father, but the problem to attract his attention was still not solved (Rethmann 2000:143). 

Given that he lived and worked in the tundra, she knew that one of the most likely ways 

to get his attention was to do what she did best, namely to tan and sew. One day when 

she was as usually working, she got her chance. Volodia came to the leather factory 

were she worked, and asked if someone could sew him a new pair of fur mittens, as he 

had lost his old ones. Larissa volunteered for the job. She found the right fur segments in 

a colour she knew he liked, and tanned the forelegs with care and attached a strip of 

red-colour seal fur at the wrist (ibid.:144). Volodia received the mittens, and he noticed 

the detailed work and commented on her skills. Given her success she decided to sew 

Volodia a pair of knee-high boots “torpaz”, to truly impress him. She said that Volodia 

did not like women who are disorderly and loud. He needs someone who can take care 

of him in the tundra. She started to work again, and did put all her love and skills into 

the boots. Now she could only hope that he would notice all the love and care she had 

put into them. And he did, when Larissa had given him the boots several weeks later he 

had blushed, and from that time he began to stop at Larissa’s place for tea when he was 

in the village. Now she started to think of how to keep his attention, and when the 

summer came she could get the skin she needed to make a hood-like head cover for 

Volodia. She gave it to him on one of his visits, he blushed again and his whole 

behaviour indicated that he felt touched by the beauty that she had created for him. He 

told her that she was a beautiful seamstress and that she is a woman with whom a man 

could live in the tundra. After that he started to visit Larissa more frequently when he 

was in the village and he even took her two children to fish. Slowly the two of them 

became a couple (Rethmann 2000:143ff). 

Larissa has one advantage that the women in the other examples do not have. She 

has practical knowledge about how to sew, and this makes it possible for her to catch 

the attention of this good, no drinking, and responsible man. Of course she is different, 

as she could see herself as a women living in the tundra with her child and husband, 

something that the other women I have described could not even think of doing. But it is, 

however, not easy for her to get Volodia’s attention. She has to prove herself more than 

once, invest and reinvest in the position of a good seamstress, something that makes it 

possible for her to invest in the position of a good woman, so that as an individual 
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woman in the end she can invest in the position of Volodia´s girlfriend. With her cultural 

practice to sew she finally managed to catch his attention as a good Koriak woman, a 

woman that a man could live in the tundra with. In these days of economic turmoil, when 

many people are starving and do not have any money to get what they need to be able to 

take care of themselves, it is not bad to have a steady access to food in the form of 

reindeer meat and skins to keep you warm. 

 

8. Conclusion 

The “Western” hegemonic masculinity was introduced to the indigenous groups 

of Siberia during the inner colonisation of Russia. The Russian colonisers only took men 

into account, merchandisers, missionaries and Russian administrators dealt only with 

men and bartered only with men. They were the ones that introduced the “western” 

masculine hegemony among the indigenous people in Siberia, like other imperialist 

states did all over the globe.  

This discourse that was directed towards men disturbed natives more equal gender 

discourse or strengthen, already existing, unequal gender systems. Many of the native’s 

marriage traditions and customs were also rejected and condemned. Later after the 

revolution 1917 when the Soviet gender discourse was introduced all over the country, 

the authorities almost managed to destroy totally the natives’ perception of what it meant 

to be a man or a woman in their own gender discourse. The Soviet gender discourse is 

similar to the “western” hegemonic masculinity in the way that they both are built on 

physical difference between the sexes, where stereotype views of what it means to be a 

man or a woman are emphasised. The man is according to both discourses the stronger 

part, both physically and mentally, while the woman is perceived as the weaker part that 

needs protection. Within both discourses, the nuclear family and the institution of 

marriage are seen as natural. The woman’s role in both discourses is to be a protector 

of moral. In both of those discourses polygyny, levirate, sororate, bridprice, dowry, and 

sexual intercourse before marriage and children out of wedlock were (and still are in 

some ways)  seen as something extremely immoral.  

Indigenous people like for example the Dolgans had earlier, before colonisation a 

different view of what is moral and immoral than the colonisers had. The Dolgans had 

other rules of how to behave in relation to other individuals.  
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The reason why the indigenous men admitted to the masculine hegemony is 

probably because it favoured men and gave them advantages in the Russian society as 

well as power over their own women, but not all women, especially not white Russian 

women. When the communists took power, and started their programs of assimilation of 

the non-Russian population, they pushed forward the Socialist perception of what it 

meant to be a man and woman in the Soviet Union. It seems like the men in the examples 

I have described have picked up moral values from both the Soviet gender discourse 

and the hegemonic masculinity and therefore place the women far down the hierarchy in 

both gender discourses; the hegemonic masculinity, and the Soviet. It seems authorities 

have succeeded in implanting the values that came with the discourses into men of the 

society; this has to do with the fact that the average men have a much more advantaged 

position within both discourses, with much more independence and less responsibility 

than women within the same discourses. In the official Soviet gender discourse, the 

women are the main caretakers of the children. And it is also the women’s job to see 

that men become good fathers. Women are supposed to behave more morally than men. 

Men are also in these discourses perceived as more interested in having sex than 

women.  

In my view it is not strange that young Evenki and Koriak women react against 

and are trying to liberate themselves from the positions they are supposed to invest in 

according to the dominant discourses, and are trying to create their own new gender 

identities based on the possibilities they have in the society today, how they interpret 

their current surroundings. That their choices then clash with the contemporary 

perceptions of what it means to be a man or a woman is not so strange. This has to do 

with how the men’s situation changes when women are not behaving like women and do 

not do what they are supposed to do according to the dominant gender discourses.   

The young single mother’s behaviour threatens men’s positions in the society. But those 

women’s behaviour also threatens other women that choose to live in accordance with 

the dominant gender discourses. This has to do with that men that feel threaten by 

women who do not conform might try to classifying all women as immoral, something 

that then obstruct the compliant women’s possibilities to invest in positions as morally 

good girlfriends or wives.  

As I earlier discussed in the gender discourse part, it is important to see that 

emotional relationships can be hostile and not only loving, and not only that, they can be 
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ambivalent. This is something that we clearly can se in the examples that I have 

described where individual Evenki and Koriak women involve themselves in 

relationships that are not always good for them, and that make other people look down 

on them, and even disrespect them. 

It is also clear that interest and relations exists in the relative possession of 

power in terms of satisfaction and reward that a specific position promise but does not 

necessary gives. Many young Evenki and Koriak women do not even try to invest in the 

position of brides, as they expect that the position as married will not give them the 

reward of safety and love they want. Instead they invest in positions as mistresses and 

girlfriends, in short-term relationships - something that prevents them from “getting 

stuck” in marriages with what they mean are frustrated irresponsible men with social 

problems. But their choices do at the same time position the young women far down the 

hierarchy of the official gender discourses. The individual women I have described 

adopt certain subject positions because they are suppose to give pleasure, satisfaction 

or reward at the individual level. But instead such a position give them satisfaction only 

in one or two contexts, maybe the feeling of being independent stops people from getting 

married, but at the same time the same individuals feel a lost of closeness to other 

people. Or maybe the feeling of having beautiful things around does not take away the 

feeling of emptiness in people’s souls. It could of course be worth it to be supported by 

a lover with money, to stay alive physically if you do not have food on the table, but 

maybe it is not in all contexts good for a person’s self esteem. Especially if other people 

think that you do not have to do what you are actually doing. That an individual adopt 

certain positions within competing discourses is not only about the construction of a 

person’s identity and subjectivity but it is also conducted in relation to other 

individuals. This means that interactions between individuals also decide what position 

an individual adopts. And this in my view is the main reason people find it difficult to 

handle that other people do not conform and that they do not behave as they should. It is 

clear that there are profits to gained if an individual were to construct him or herself as 

a specific type of person and interact with others in a special way. This fact makes the 

important point that an investment not only has to do with direct emotional satisfaction, 

but also real materialistic and financial gains in different social situations. As we have 

seen in the examples I have described above, the process to adopt a specific position is 

not a simple choice. People’s thoughts, actions and feelings are affecting all choices of 
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the women I have described and even if those women say that they do not care about 

other people they still have to deal with those persons actions towards them everyday, 

when they make their individual choices about how they would like to live. And even if 

some positions give a person material gains she might suffer psychologically. As I said 

earlier, the historic contextualization of discourses shows that all positions are not 

valued the same; some give better social benefits, while others are more negatively 

sanctioned, and we can clearly see that both the single Evenki and Koriak mothers that 

make resistance or challenge the dominant discourse or discourses do it at the expense 

of their social powers, other peoples consent and material gains. 

We can clearly see that economic, political and social changes in a society also 

change people’s family patterns and perceptions of what it means to be a man or a 

woman. The masculine hegemonic gender discourse and the Soviet gender discourse 

that was introduced into the indigenous peoples’ lives during colonialisation and later 

assimilation have clearly affected the gender roles among those people, with the result 

that young Evenki and Koriak women probably are in a much more subordinated 

situation than they were in the traditional Evenki and Koriak gender discourse. 

According to Gail Fondahl, for example, the Evenki gender categories of work were 

permeable, and girls did not infrequently pursue hunting with passion, and girls and 

boys alike might follow a spiritual calling to skills of a shaman. But the relocation of 

native families into settlements served to decrease the range of a woman’s activities, 

her cultural and economic options and flexibility, and to channel young women away 

from involvement in traditional activities. This resulted in that Evenki woman 

increasingly had to accept positions as milkmaids, janitors, and other positions of low 

wages and prestige in the settlements.  

Many Indigenous people have lost their knowledge of how to make a living the 

traditional way, this has led to that many of them live under much worse conditions then 

they would have to. This is especially observable, as the Russian State no longer has the 

capacity to support distant villages and non-profitable state farms. The private investors 

invest only in profitable businesses and do not take any responsibility for the survival of 

distant villages if there is nothing for them to gain. The forced assimilation of the 

indigenous people has also changed the family patterns and created a situation were 

minority men and women lost their security and feeling of belonging. This has also 

created the situation where both men and women have problems to find someone 
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suitable to marry; many women in the settlements are stigmatised, because in the men’s 

view and according to the dominant gender discourses they are living immoral lives 

with many different men and children from different non indigenous fathers, and because 

they do not have the necessary skills or the will to give up their life in the settlement for 

a life on the tundra. This has led to a situation where native Siberian women in my 

example are stigmatised and considered not worthy respect. This has left them in a much 

more vulnerable position then they were traditionally. The men on the other hand among 

the women have a very bad reputation as being drunk, violent, uncultured, and a drain on 

the emotional and financial resources of the family. These attitudes have to do with 

feelings of meaningless and hopelessness that in many cases have created a very 

unstable social and psychological situation among many indigenous individuals, 

generating social problems like alcohol abuse and violence as well as feelings of an 

uncertain future.  

But even if the Soviet assimilation process has destroyed many traditions for the 

native groups, there are still a few, for example the Nenets, who continue to live on the 

land like nomads and who follow their reindeer out on the tundra. This shows that the 

Soviet authorities did not totally succeed in what they attempted to do. This is also true 

if one look at it from another angle. One could conclude that even if the authorities 

manage to destroy and disturb the indigenous peoples’ traditions and ways of life, they 

never managed to make them “Russians”. This has probably something to do with the 

tragic fact that the native peoples most of the time unofficially were treated differently 

than the average Russian, both by the Soviet authorities and the immigrating Russian 

workers. The native population were and are still often excluded from high working 

positions and were often less paid than the Russians. The Russian workers and their 

families also got access to the best apartments in the villages. This might have created a 

situation where the indigenous Siberians in some odd ways might have kept a feeling of 

belonging within their own native group, but also a connection to other subordinated 

indigenous groups, all because they unofficially have been excluded from the benefits 

and resources the average Russian has had access to. It might be that a reinterpretation 

and a reconstruction of people’s lost traditions could be a help in creating meaning in 

everyday life, to restore a deeper feeling of belonging and an identity that are based on 

other things than despair. But the problem with the land still exists; many indigenous 

groups do not have the possibility to live their lives traditionally even if they would like 
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to or had the knowledge needed. The pollution of the ground is continuing, and the mass 

sell-out to private investors has only started. Both these things have to change if the 

indigenous groups shall be able to manage to live on the land in the future, if that is what 

they want. Many others, like the young women I described in this essay, do not want to 

go back to a traditional way of life. Those people need to figure out the best ways for 

them to live their lives in settlements or cities, and they have to find out how to survive 

both physically and mentally. 

I think the indigenous groups of people have to take both traditional and “modern” 

knowledge into account to be able to create new cultural forms that help them to stay 

alive in this fast-changing environment, characterized by turmoil. I also think they need 

to create their own networks that cross the borders between different ethnic groups, this 

to make it possible for the indigenous groups to make their voices heard. Networks 

already exist but they need to grow, not only to make it possible to make political 

stands, but maybe more to make people feel that they are not alone, to give them a 

feeling of belonging and to restore lost hope for the future.     
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